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FOREWORD

The Operational Safety Review Teams (OSART) programme has become not only
the best known operational safety service that the IAEA provides to its Member
States operating nuclear power plants, but also an effective vehicle for
promoting international co-operation for the enhancement of plant operational
safety. In order to maintain consistency in OSART reviews/ OSART Guidelines
(IAEA-TECDOC-449) have been developed and used over the last three years.
These guidelines specify the objectives (goals) to be considered and the
assessments to be carried out in the various areas important to operational
safety. They are intended to ensure the comprehensiveness of the reviewing
process, but do not set evaluation criteria by which actual performance could
be assessed. This is not necessary in most areas because of the abundance of
relevant published material and the existence of an apparent consensus among
experts.

There are, however, some areas in which major developments have occurred
or are still occurring, such as in computer capabilities or operational
experience feedback, or which are indirectly related to operational safety in
nuclear power plants, such as industrial safety and fire protection.
Supplementary guidance and reference material are therefore needed to help in
attaining comprehensiveness and consistency in the OSART reviews of these
items. The present document is one of a series catering to these needs. It
is devoted to operational experience feedback for nuclear power plant, which
is recognized as a tool for enhancing the safety and reliability of nuclear
power operations. In addition to the text, several appendices are provided to
illustrate different practices as found in various operating nuclear power
plants.

It is expected that this document will make a valuable contribution
within the framework of the OSART programme and furthermore will support the
general strive for excellence in operational safety, which extends beyond the
meeting of regulatory requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to provide detailed supplementary
guidance to OSART experts to aid in the evaluation of operational experience
feedback (OEF) programmes at nuclear power plants.

The document begins by describing the objectives of an OEF programme.
It goes on to indicate preparatory work and investigatory guidance for the
expert. Section 5 describes attributes of an excellent OEF programme.
Appended to these guidelines are examples of OEF documents from various
plants. These are intended to help the expert by demonstrating the actual
implementation of OEF in practice.

These guidelines are in no way intended to conflict with existing
national regulations and rules.

A comprehensive OEF programme, as described in Section 2, would be
impossible to evaluate in detail in the amount of time typically allocated for
assessing OEF in an OSART review. The expert must use his or her time wisely
by concentrating on those areas that appear to be the weakest.

2. REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

References

International Atomic Energy Agency, OSART Guidelines, Reference Document
for IAEA Operational Safety Review Teams, IAEA-TECDOC-449, Vienna (1988)
International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group, The Importance for Nuclear
Safety of Efficient Feedback of Operational Experience, Technical Note
No. 2, IAEA, Vienna, (1987).

Objectives

2.1. Programme for operational experience feedback

The overall objective of an operational experience feedback (OEF)
programme is to enhance safe and reliable nuclear power operations. Although
the details of programme implementation will vary from plant to plant, in all
cases the programme should ensure that both in-house and external events are
systematically analysed and appropriate actions are taken to prevent the
occurrence of similar events. Also, each plant must demonstrate a willingness
to share its experiences of generic interest with the nuclear power community.

Policies should describe the standards of operating performance to be
expected in assessing of operating experience and the identification and
implementation of corrective actions to reflect lessons learned from
operational experience.

Successful programmes for the use of operational experience begin with
strong support from senior management at all levels. This support includes
setting high standards through written policies and procedures, and
communicating and enforcing these high standards.



2.2. Organization and administration

This section discusses the policies, resources and management support
needed to ensure the implementation of an effective OEF programme.
2.2.1. Organization

The situation of OEF will be unique at each nuclear power plant. The
approach taken and resources allocated for OEF will depend greatly on the type
of power plant (whether there are many similar units or few), on whether there
is a national body to access and screen information on national and/or
international events, on the availability of other sources of external
information, and on corporate resources assigned. The different aspects of an
OEF programme described in this document need to be effected; however, it
should be recognized that some of the programme functions may be exercised at
a corporate or a national level. Plant management should satisfy itself that
OEF activities accomplished outside of its purview are being performed
satisfactorily.

Plant management should have overall responsibility for those aspects of
the OEF programme accomplished at their plant. As already mentioned, the
organizational approach for exercising the OEF function will vary from plant
to plant. Regardless of which approach is taken at a plant, the effectiveness
of the programme depends on management support and on clearly defined
responsibilities and expectations.

Plant organizational approaches can span a spectrum of possibilities.
At one end of the spectrum, the OEF responsibilities may be divided among the
plant staff as collateral responsibilities, and at the other end of the
spectrum they may be consolidated within a separate group. There is no
correct or best approach to organizing an OEF programme. The key is that it
is clearly defined and enable the efficient and effective performance of OEF
functions.

An essential part of a successful OEF programme is that there should be
at least one identifiable person from the plant staff who oversees or
co-ordinates the OEF programme to ensure that all aspects of the programme are
functioning properly. This person should be capable of detailed monitoring of
the programme and have the authority or access to authority to take remedial
actions as necessary. In support of the programme various area managers may
be responsible for analysis of operating experience or implementation of
corrective actions.

2.2.2. Qualifications and resources

Personnel performing OEF programme functions should have the requisite
qualifications and training to perform the task adequately. For example, the
personnel assigned to in-house event investigations should be trained on root
cause determination techniques (see Section 2.3). Another example is that the
personnel who are screening in-house or external operating experiences should
have broad knowledge of the plant and its design bases in order to be able to
identify applicable experiences properly.

Resources (manpower) should be sufficient to accomplish all the OEF
programme objectives. Again, this will vary greatly depending on the plant's
approach to OEF.



2.2.3. Procedures and documentation

Each plant should have written procedures that define the functioning of
the OEF programme. Some of the key elements in the procedures are
descriptions of the following:

o the organizational approach in accomplishing OEF
o the responsibility and authority of personnel participating in OEF
o responsibilities for analysis of operating experience and

implementation of corrective actions
o interfaces with other plant organizations/committees
o means of prioritization of operational experience reports
o flow path of the process that includes timeliness milestones
o review and approval requirements
o event reporting and classification requirements
o periodic status reporting.
These elements can each comprise a single procedure or several separate

procedures that address one or more of the individual aspects of the
programme. Where multiple procedures are used, care must be taken to ensure
consistency and clear identification of interfaces and responsibilities.

Procedures should require comprehensive documentation. This is to
provide a clear understanding of the considerations, which have been made
during the screening and assessment process. Effective documentation can
provide the basis for effectiveness reviews and eliminate the need for
repetitive efforts when investigating similar events. An example of
comprehensive documentation should identify the source of an event report and
the results of each step of the screening and assessment process. Where
corrective actions are identified, tracking, implementation and effectiveness
monitoring must be documented. Established practices for maintaining
documentation should be used to ensure that this documentation is not lost or
destroyed.

2.2.4. Review of programme effectiveness

The effectiveness of the OEF programme should be reviewed periodically.
The purpose of this review is to provide feedback to utility management on
overall programme effectiveness and to recommend corrective actions to resolve
weaknesses identified. Indicators of programme effectiveness include the
number, severity, recurrence rate of events.

The review of effectiveness should be performed periodically by
personnel familiar with the assessment of operating experience information.
Review frequency should be established based on management's assessment of
programme effectiveness. A typical utility periodicity guideline is
annually. The typical review of programme effectiveness takes approximately
two weeks to complete and involves two or three people normally not directly
involved with the programme. Consideration should be given to using personnel
from other stations or utilities on a reciprocal basis to assist the review.

The effectiveness review should include a detailed assessment of the
dissemination of operating experience to station personnel and their knowledge
and understanding of the material provided, as well as an assessment of the
effectivness of translating operating experience into station corrective
actions.

The effectiveness review should encompass a representative sample of
operating operating information from both internal and external sources such
as, in-house event reports; adverse trends or problem areas identified from



reviews of in-house operating occurrences; WANO event analysis reports
received during the period of interest; Significant Operating Experience
Report (SOER) recommendations issued since 1985 and those recommendations
identified in INPO 86-033, Selected Significant Operating Experience Report
Recommendations 1980-1985; regular information such as inspection and
enforcement notices, bulletins, and generic letters received during the period
of interest; vendor, supplier, and other station-specific sources not included
above.

Selected samples should be representative of the source material and
time period. For example, the sample of in-house event reports should include
human performance events and equipment failures in the same proportion as the
total number of events reported. In addition, the reports reviewed should be
distributed over the time period of interest.

The processing and use of the selected operating experience information
should be evaluated against applicable criteria. Review of design documents,
procedures, training documentation, and action item tracking logs, as well as
personnel interviews, normally are required to support the assessment.

Problems or deficiencies noted in the overall administration or function
of the operating experience programme should be identified and discussed in a
written report to the station manager and the senior manager and the senior
nuclear manager. Failure to fully satisfy some of the criteria may not be
indicative of an unsatisfactory programme. However, identified weaknesses
should be assessed to determine their impace on the overall effectiveness of
the programme. Corrective action recommendations should be identified. The
implementation of recommended actions to address identified weaknesses should
be prioritized and tracked to ensure timely completion.

2.3. In—house operating experience feedback programmes

A systematic approach should be established for identifying, trending
and documenting undesired in-house events. These events should receive a
formal screening by a knowledgeable person or committee to determine whether
an investigation should be pursued and to prioritize them according to
significance. The investigation should be timely and should accurately
determine the root causes. Corrective actions should be determined and
monitored until completed. The results of the investigation should be
documented and reviewed by the appropriate level of management. Pertinent
information from the investigation should be fed back to appropriate plant
personnel and shared with the external nuclear community if it has common or
generic interest.

2.3.1. Identifying and screening in-house events

Plant procedures should provide guidance on the type of plant events or
equipment failures that require trending and investigations. This should
include both nuclear and balance of plant systems. The scope should include
events that in themselves, or as part of an adverse trend, may identify
weaknesses that could result in future significant problems. Examples of
events that should be screened for investigation include the following:

o human performance errors in all aspects of plant activities,
including cognitive errors

o procedural deficiencies, such as omission of important steps or
information and technical inadequacies

o radiological events such as overexposure, contamination and
inadvertent or unmonitored radiological or non-radiological releases
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o industrial accidents (personnel injuries)
o system or component inoperability
o equipment failures documented by deviation reports or work requests
o exceeding prescribed safety limits
o an event resulting in a reportable situation in accordance with an

emergency operating procedure
o near misses
o plant transients such as reactor scrams, turbine trips or other

transients leading to an unplanned power reduction
o failure to meet operational commitments such as missed

surveillances
o common mode failures such as a similar deficiency affecting the

same type of component in different trains
o common cause failures such as a single cause that affects multiple

components.

In addition, input for event screening from any source can be accepted
and should be strongly encouraged. The OEF procedures should address the data
collection, documentation and timeliness of the reporting, initial screening
and continuing review.

In-house events should be logged and screened promptly. In-house
events should be assigned to a reviewer and given a screening due date.
Prompt screening of in-house events is an essential part of the operational
experience programme. Typically, the screening process should be completed
within five working days.

2.3.2. Screening in—house events for significance

Initial screening can be accomplished by individuals with broad based
knowledge or by means of a multidisciplined committee review. The objective
of the screening should be to identify and prioritize events or adverse trends
that require a root cause investigation. An appropriate person or group
should be designated to conduct the investigations of the events identified.

An example of a possible screening threshold for root cause
investigations is as follows:

o events reportable to the national or local authorities (will vary
considerably from country to country)

o consequential events that have a significant or adverse impact on
plant operation (there will be some redundancy with the above):
- plant transients not covered by procedures

personnel injury
- incorrect equipment line up
- equipment damage or inavailability
- reduced plant capacity

reactor trip
turbine trip
valid challenge to a safety system
complete loss of a safety system
safety component failure that would have escaped detection
through normal surveillance methods

- operation limit exceeded
- significant near miss

unauthorized effluent release to the environment
an activity that demonstrated a fundamental misunderstanding
of safety requirements
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- an event that proceeded unexpectedly
multiple related or unrelated component failures in a single
event

o possible precursor events:
any recurring event or component failure (adverse trend)

- incorrect valve lineup
- any event that came close to being a significant event/ such

as a loss of redundancy in a safety system
- any undesired plant transient, especially reactor trips

personnel contaminations above a threshold
any event at the screener's discretion.

2.3.3. Investigation of in-house events for lessons learned, root causes and
corrective action

Events identified for additional investigation should be assessed
using appropriate investigation techniques. Some of the techniques available
are management oversight and risk tree (MORT) analysis, event and causal
factors analysis, symptom classification, barrier analysis and change
analysis. A description of these techniques is conveniently available in the
documentation of Human Performance Evaluation System (HPES) of the Institute
of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO). It may be desirable to review these
events using more than one technique to ensure that the true root causes are
identified.

During the investigation, similar in-house and external events should
be identified and assessed. When equipment failures are included, equipment
failure databases or maintenance records for similar components should be
reviewed, if available. As part of the assessment, the effectiveness of
corrective actions from previous events should be evaluated and weaknesses
identified. Where the evaluation of previous events did not result in
effective corrective actions, weaknesses in the OEP programme must be
identified and corrected.

Typical in-house investigation reports should include an event
description, a description of performance anomalies, a discussion of root
causes, a discussion of the lessons learned, and a statement of the
specifically identified corrective actions that are recommended.

•2.3.4. Implementation of corrective actions

The implementation phase of an OEF programme includes decisions
regarding the recommended corrective actions, the actual implementation of
approved action items and the tracking of action items to completion. The
implementation of corrective actions should preferably be done by using
existing plant programmes. The priority assigned to the implementation of
corrective actions should be consistent with the significance of the action.
Due dates should be consistent with the assigned priority.

The results of the completed investigation, including lessons learned,
root causes and corrective action, should be distributed to the appropriate
departments for information and training (see Section 2.5).

2.3.5. In-house events for reporting to the external nuclear community

An integral part of in-house event assessment is the^ identification of
generic concerns. When generic concerns are identified, the event, the
lessons learned and the corrective action should be reported to the external
nuclear community through established communication channels, including using
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international communications systems such as the Event Report System of the
World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO)/ and INPO's Nuclear Network.
Reporting directly to other plants of the same vendor and vintage is also
recommended. When event significance requires reporting before lessons
learned and corrective actions are identified, then follow-up reporting is
necessary to complete the transfer of information to the external nuclear
community.

2.4. External operational experience programmes

The primary objective of an external OEF programme is to use lessons
learned at other nuclear power plants in order to improve plant safety and
reliability. An effective external OEF programme should include both national
and international sources of information. Reports from the different sources
need to be screened and those that contain information valuable to the plant
need to be identified. As mentioned in Section 2.2 this could be done partly
by corporate office organizations or by national organizations of utility
groups.

Those reports identified as applicable to the plant need to be further
screened for applicability and reviewed for the identification of action
items, if necessary. The identified action items need to be tracked and
implemented similarly to the corrective actions following in-house event
investigations (see Section 2.3.4).

2.4.1. Sources of information on external operational experience

There are many different sources of information on external
operational experience. The sources can be grouped into one of four
categories.

o Organizations formed by utilities to exchange information on
international operational experience, such as WANO and INPO.

WANO uses two types of reports, the Early Notification Reports (ENR)
issued by participating utilities and Event Analysis Reports (EAR)
issued by WANO in co-operation with the reporting utility.

INPO is formed by nuclear utilities from the USA and more than a dozen
other countries. The most significant types of reports issued by INPO
are the significant operating experience reports (SOER), significant
event reports (SER), and significant event notifications(SEN).

o Reports from different international organizations: the most
significant reports are the IAEA/NBA Incident Reporting System (1RS)
reports. Reports from different national regulatory bodies would also
be of interest.

o Reports from vendor organizations and owners groups.

o Utility reports.

The utilities could report to other plants of the utility or to other
utilities either directly by disseminating their investigation reports or by
using international communication system such as that of WANO.

Additional input may come from other nuclear organizations such as
research organizations, etc.
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2.4.2. Screening information on external operational experience for
applicability

Screening of reports on external operational experience is another
essential part of the OBF programme. Since the numbers of external reports
are high, the initial screening could sometimes be carried out more
efficiently by national utility organizations or, for larger utilities, by
corporate office organizations responsibile for information on external
operational experience. Once again, however, the personnel screening the
report should have a broad knowledge of plant operation and design so that
information applicable to the plant are not inappropriately foreseen 'not
applicable'.

The reports screened for applicability in the initial screening
process and forwarded to the plant should be screened again by the plant.
This screening consists of evaluating the specific applicability and the
probable effects on the plant, and estimating the potential for the event to
occur at the plant.

Considerations regarding applicability, significance and probability
of occurrence determine the priority that the reviewing of a specific event
should receive.
2.4.3. Review of applicable external operational experience

Reports identified as applicable to the plant should be subsequently
reviewed. The result of the review process would be plant specific actions.
The report should be considered together with other similar in-house and
external operational experience. This is to ensure that all aspects of events
and event trends are considered.

The lessons learned from the event should be identified, reviewed and
addressed by the OEF programme. The review process consists of identifying
lessons learned, root causes, and plant specific actions necessary to enhance
the safety and reliability of the plant. Applicable safety significant
external OBF reports on events with high risks of having adverse consequences
at the plant should be prioritized in to the review and implementation process,

The assessment methods used are similar to those used for in-house
investigation. These methods should be modified to concentrate on plant
programmes to identify weaknesses that would permit a similar event to occur
at the plant. When weaknesses are identified, appropriate corrective actions
need to be implemented in a timely manner.

If existing plant programmes provide barriers to prevent similar
occurrences, these barriers should be identified and documented. Plant
administrative programmes should ensure that barriers identified in the
review/implementation of operating experience are not inadvertently removed by
future plant changes.

The timeliness and effectiveness of action items resulting from the
external operational experience review process should be tracked to
completion. The purpose of the tracking is to ensure that remedial measures
are both fully implemented and in a time-scale appropriate to their
significance.
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2.5. Raising the awareness of plant staff through dissemination and
training

Dissemination of and training with pertinent OEF information is also
an essential part of the programme. These activities are the closing of the
OEF loop. Dissemination and training are considered to be different in the
context of OEF. Dissemination is basically making the information available
to the appropriate plant personnel, whereas training includes classroom
(formal or informal) and simulator instruction. Training should be
interactive and should require some measures to determine whether the trainees
understand the information.

2.5.1. Dissemination

As part of either in-house investigations or external event analyses,
specific consideration should be given to which of the plant staff need to
know about the OEF information. This is necessary to ensure that plant staff
are not presented with too much or too little information. Established
dissemination methods should be in place, such as routing sheets, flyers or
bulletin boards. Some care should be taken that the information is concise
and readily understandable.

2.5.2. Training

As with dissemination, careful consideration should be given to
training appropriate plant staff in order to take advantage of lessons learned
from operating experience. The training may be separate OEF training or may
be incorporated into regular training courses. The training material should
identify to the trainee that the information results from actual in-house or
external experience. There should be measures such as an examination to
verify whether trainees clearly understand the material. It should be
considered whether the training should be continuous or one off and/or whether
it is a means of training new personnel in the future.

3. PREPARATORY WORK

3.1. Documents to be made available for review at the plant

o A description of the OEF programme for the plant

o Administrative procedures which define the organization,
objectives and responsibilities of OEF personnel

o A diagram of the organizational structure for OEF, including
corporate headquarters and national organizations if applicable

o A description of the qualifications of OEF personnel, including
experience and training.

o Material covering the in-house OEF programme such as:
investigations, reports and documentation files for the last
three to five scrams that have occurred

- a listing of reported LERs for the last 12 months and the
reports of the resulting investigations
some reports of investigations of other types of events

- listing of station event reports
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o Material covering the external OEF programme, such as:
three to five examples of external national event analyses
reviews

- three to five examples of international event analyses reviews

o Examples of in-house and external OEF information disseminated to
plant personnel and examples of in-house and external OEF
information used in training plant personnel

o Examples of computer tools used, if applicable

o List of outstanding OEF corrective action items waiting
implementation.

4. INVESTIGATIONS

4.1. Introduction

Section 4 of this document is intended to provide the team member with
a framework of key points for an investigation. It is not the intention to
limit the investigations to a questionnaire; rather, this part of the document
should provide help for the team member to identify all three aspects of a
good investigation: questionnaire, participation and verification.

It should be noted that an important element of the investigation is
the free exchange of information, ideas and thoughts. Investigation
techniques and suggestions in this section are intended to aid the expert in
assessing the attributes described in Section 2.

It should always be remembered by the team members that an operational
experience feedback programme is a means to an end, the end being a long term,
safe and reliable operational record with minimal significant or repeated
events. The ultimate effectiveness of the programme should be judged against
this.

4.2. Phrasing of questions

In order to obtain information on the items that have been identified
and that constitute an excellent OEF programme, the questions to the plant
personnel should be phrased in such a manner as to obtain useful information.
Questions which can be answered by 'yes1 or 'no' do not generally produce
useful information. For example, the question 'Do you understand this
programme?1 will probably produce the uninformative answer 'yes1. To obtain
useful information, the questions can be phrased in such a way as 'Please show
me documentation' and 'Please describe your understanding1. For example, to
obtain information on the programme, the question can be phrased in such a way
as 'Please show me documentation describing the programme's functions and
please describe the functions and how you use them'. Asking the person also
to describe his or her understanding will show whether this is consistent with
the documented information that is produced.

4.3. Activities for participation or verification

A complement to questionnaires is participation in activities when
actual tasks are performed. Another complement is actual verification of how
activities have been or are being carried out.
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Examples are given in the following of some activities suitable for
participation and/or verification. Participation should be done throughout
the investigation as time permits. Participation in all activities is not
usually feasible.

o Follow the process of actual documentation of an in-house event
through its screening and the assignment of an investigator.
Participate in root cause investigation, if possible

o Follow the process of the receipt of an external experience
report through the administrative process and analysis

o Attend any meetings that are held to discuss OE information,
such as daily morning meetings.

o Follow some work activity or surveillance activities to
determine whether unwanted events are being properly documented
(this could also be done by team members reviewing other areas)

o Follow in-house report preparation and management review
processes

o Follow a training session on OEF material or review some OEF
material used in training.

4.4. Review of plant events

Since the success of any OEF programme is ultimately measured in the
plant's operational history, a careful review of plant events over the
previous months is necessary (a time period of 12 months is suggested). The
review may include in-house event reports, corrective actions work requests,
component reliability data and any other sources of information on plant
events. This is typically a large amount of information which the team member
cannot review in depth. However, he should be looking for:

o events of consequence (significant events) such as reactor
scrams, safeguard actuations, other plant transients, events
that would have had serious consequences had they developed
slightly differently, and injuries to personnel

o adverse trends, such as repeated events, same type events with
different people or on different equipment

o events for which the team member knows there has been previous
documented external experience

o events of common interest to other plants.

The information found in this review should be used to support
conclusions during the detailed investigation of the different aspects of the
OEF p r og r amme.

4.5. Investigations into organization and administration
The organizational approach to qualifications, and documentation on

each person's responsibilities in the programme should be reviewed and
studied. It is necessary to become familiar with the plant's approach and to
ascertain the resources allocated for OEF.
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Some of the personnel in the OE programme structure should be
interviewed with such questions as:

o Can you describe the overall national approach to OEF and the
approach at your plant?

o What are your responsibilities in the programme?

o Can you elaborate on some things that work well and some things
that frustrate you?

o What kind of backlog do you have?

o Explain what you think of the plant management support you have?
o What kind of experience or training is necessary for your

position?

If time permits, interview some key managers in the plant, such as the
production manager, the technical manager or training manager. Possible
questions to ask are:

o Can you explain how OEF works at your plant?

o What are your or your department's responsibilities in the
programme?

o Can you give some recent examples of OEF in your area?

o How would the lessons learned from a significant event at
another plant be made known to you?

o If you needed more information on an event, how would you obtain
it?

The procedures on the OEF programme for attributes listed in Section 2
should be reviewed.

It should be determined whether any kind of formal effectiveness
review of the OEF programme is done. If so, ask for an example of the
results. Determine whether any weaknesses were identified and whether any
actions to correct them were undertaken.

4.6. Investigations into the in-house OEF programme

It should be determined whether OEF procedures have a systematic
method for documenting various in-house events and whether the type of events
being documented are those listed in Section 2.

The shift operating logs should be reviewed for events that you think
should have been considered for investigation and followed through to
determine whether they were. Fellow experts should be asked about events of
which they have become aware during their investigation and it should be
determined whether they were screened for investigation.
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Some possible interview questions to OEF or key plant managers are as
follows:

o Are you satisfied that all necessary events are being openly
reported?

o Can you explain some recent major and minor in-house events that
were screened for investigation?

Some possible interview questions to plant workers/engineers might be:

o What type of events would you report? How would you do this?

o Can you explain what happens after your report on an event?

It should be reviewed how and which events are investigated. It
should be verified whether not only significant events but also precursor
events are being investigated.

It should be determined who performs the root cause investigations.
What are their qualifications? Some possible interview questions for
personnel performing investigations are:

o What kind of guidance do you have?

o Can you explain some techniques you might use to arrive at the
root causes?

The in-house reports provided should be critically reviewed in an
effort to determine if true root causes are being found.

It should be determined how corrective actions are tracked. Does it
appear that the appropriate priorities are being given to the actions?

It should be determined how information on events of common interest
is shared with other plants. Details should be requested of recent
experiences that have been shared.

Prom your review of the plant's operational history, does it appear
that they are sharing all the necessary experiences?

4.7. External operating experience programme

It should be determined how external experiences are made known to the
plant. If screening is done outside the plant/ for example by a corporate
office organization or a national utility group organization, it should be
determined what criteria they use. This is necessary to ensure that all
applicable information is forwarded to the plant. If screening is done at the
plant, then the screening criteria should be reviewed to ensure that they are
sufficiently broad.

If screening is done outside the plant, if possible, the organization
responsible for the screening should be visited or should visit the plant.

It should be determined that all applicable external experiences are
evaluated to derive lessons learned from the external experience and that
appropriate actions are taken.
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4.8. Plant awareness through dissemination and training

Some of the plant workers/engineers to whom OEF information has been
disseminated (this should have been provided in the preparation package)
should be reviewed. It should be determined whether they are familiar with
the information.

Some established methods of disseminating OEF information should be
inspected and their effectiveness should be determined, if possible.

Training material used to train plant staff on OEF should be
reviewed. It should be verified that all appropriate personnel have been
trained. Those trained should be interviewed as described earlier.

The training manager should be interviewed with such questions as:

o Can you provide some examples on how OEF has been factored into
training?

o How do you ensure that new personnel will receive appropriate
OEF training?

o How do you determine whether the trainee has learned the lesson?

5. ATTRIBUTES OF AN EXCELLENT OPERATIONAL
EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK PROGRAMME

An excellent OEF programme should effectively ensure all of the
attributes listed in the following. This section should be used by the OSART
expert as a standard for excellence/ in assessing a particular plant's OEF
programme.

5.1. Organization and administration

o The organizational structure is clearly defined.

o Staffing and resources available are sufficient to accomplish
assigned tasks.

o The responsibilities and authority of each management,
supervisory and professional position in the programme are
clearly defined and understood by all concerned.

o Interfaces with in-house and external supporting groups are
clearly defined and understood by all concerned.

o Operational experience review personnel have the technical
experience and training to perform their assigned tasks.

o Action items resulting from operational experience review
receive appropriate approval and are tracked to completion.

o An independent effectiveness evaluation is performed
periodically to apprise management of how well the operational
experience programme is functioning and whether it is attaining
the desired results.
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o Management is appropriately involved in the operational
experience feedback programme to ensure that the programme
receives appropriate attention and is carried out correctly.

5.2. In—house experience

o Various in-house events, equipment failures and other types of
deviations are screened for significance and prioritized for
evaluations.

o In-depth investigation is performed on significant in-house
events to determine root causes, generic implications, and
necessary corrective actions to prevent recurrence.

o Relevant in-house and external operational experience is
reviewed as part of the investigation.

o Significant in-house events receive a second, independent review
regarding root cause and suggested corrective actions.

o Recommended actions items are tracked and completed in a timely
manner.

o Types of events and root causes are trended to identify adverse
trends for implementation.

o Timely notification is provided to other utilities of important
in-house events of generic interest, including using
international communication systems such as the WANO Event
Reporting System, INPO's Nuclear Network or the IAEA/NBA
Incident Reporting System.

o Post-scram reviews are comprehensive and include the following:
identification and remedying of the cause(s) of the scram

- identification and elimination of discrepancies between
actual and expected plant responses to the trip

- documentation to support results and recommendations.
o In-house events are trended to identify recurring problems and

determine appropriate corrective actions.
o Failures of safety related equipment are trended using a

computerized data system in order to improve equipment
reliability.

o Events involving human factors are evaluated specifically.
Special investigative techniques for human factors are
considered.

5.3. Feedback of external operational experience

o Events and generic issue reports regarding feedback of external
operational experience should be screened for significance to
own plants.

o The following categories of sources should be considered:
- utility reports (LERs, operational experience reports)
- international utility organization reports such as: WANO

ENRs and EARs and INPO SOERs, SERs, SENs and SOs
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- reports of regulatory body such as: reports to IAEA/NBA 1RS
owners' group reports, if applicable, and vendor
information.

o Applicable external OEF events are comprehensively evaluated and
recommended action items are performed in a timely manner.

o Appropriate checks are performed to verify that OEF information
is properly evaluated.

5.4. Plant awareness through disseminations and training

o Information regarding significant in-house and external
operational experience is disseminated to appropriate personnel
in different departments in order to improve their knowledge and
experience.

o Information on selected in-house and external OEF events is used
in training of key personnel, including operators.
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GLOSSARY

In-house operational experience;
Operational experience that originates from the plant itself or
from other units on the same site.

External operational experience;
Operational experience that originates from sources outside the
plant. The information could come from other plants owned by
the same utility, from other national utilities, or from
international sources.

Licensee event report;
A formal report issued by the plant and submitted to the
national regulatory body in accordance with technical
specifications or other reporting criteria.

Deviation report/deficiency repor'.
The original report covering an event/ an equipment deficiency
or any deviation that needs to be documented.

Investigation reports;
A report following from the investigation of an event.
Investigation reports are normally internal documents only
distributed externally if so decided by plant management.
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Annexes
EXAMPLES DEMONSTRATING PARTICULAR ASPECTS

OF INTEGRATED OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS
AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The following annexes give examples of specific OEF programmes or
specific aspects of an OEF programme. The examples may be compared with the
guidance that has been presented in the preceeding text to see how it has been
followed in these specific applications. Each annex has a separate title page
describing the aspects of the OEF programme to which the example relates.
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Annex 1

EXAMPLES OF OEF PROGRAMME APPROACHES

These examples show what OEF programme approaches have been taken in
specific cases.

The first example illustrates the OEF programme approach used by the the
Industrial Power Company (TVO) in Finland, which resides at the site of the
nuclear power plant.

The second example is a document which provides an overview of the OEF
programme at the Oskarshamn NPP in Sweden and how it fits into an integrated
programme on the national level.
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Translation of the Memorandum of the
Industrial Power Company (TVO), Finland

O-SR-M-127/88/2

THE UTILIZATION OF NPP
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

IN THE
INDUSTRIAL POWER COMPANY (TVO)

INTRODUCTION

TVO receives numerous reports on operational experience of NPPs and
other information, e.g. from KSU, WANO and NPPs in other countries, especially
from Forsmark in Sweden. Operational experience from the company's own units
is reported, e.g. through the minutes of the plant disturbance meetings and
through the disturbance, reactor scram and special reports as well as through
the reporting of cases that imposed limits on the operating condition.

The purpose of utilizing operational experience is to prepare in advance
for disturbances and malfunctions experience of which already exists. The
purpose of this memorandum is to present a method for processing operational
experience reports, The target is to obtain reports on the important events
for TVO and to deliver the reports to the organizational units responsible for
actions in that area of expertise.

MATERIAL

The operational experience material which TVO receives is mainly
composed of the following reports:

- Deviation reports from Swedish plants (RO, Reportervarda
Omstandigheter): 250-300 reports annually;

- KSU's Incident Reports: fewer than 10 annually;

KSU's monthly summary of events at plants in other countries: about
150 events annually;

Minutes of the local safety committee of Forsmark NPP, about 30
meetings annually;
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1RS reports relevant to TVO's plants;

TVO's disturbance, reactor scram and special reports as well as
reports on malfunctions that immediately imposed limits on the
operating conditions: about 30 reports annually;

WANO Event Analysis Reports (EARs).

In addition to the operational experience reports, TVO receives
information on component and equipment malfunctions and disturbances, e.g.
through technical meetings and minutes of ABB ATOM. This material should
undergo the same evaluation procedure as the operational experience reports.

SCREENING

The general principle in the screening of events should be to
concentrate on the analysis of events at plants that are technically similar
to TVO. Owing to the large number of reports (events), the first screening
phase should be handled so that each report is read by only one person.
According to present practice, all reports are studied by the operational
safety section of the nuclear safety office, but the participation of other
staff would also be useful. Careful reading of reports at this stage is
important since the screening is final.

The screening primarily serves to discard the following material:

- Minor events belonging to normal operation (the main part of the
Swedish RO reports);

Technical problems related to reactor systems of other than BWR
types, except problems related to components in use in TVO;

Special problems in countries with circumstances differing from
those in Finland.

The reports from TVO's own units (disturbance, reactor scram and special
reports, etc.) are not screened since all proceed to the evaluation phase.
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PROCESSING

The preliminary phase of processing the events takes place in TVO's
operational experience group, in which the event is considered from the
viewpoints of the different areas of expertise in order to estimate its
importance. The task of the group is to select those reports that may
indicate the need for some actions in TVO or of which certain persons should
be made aware. In the case of TVO's in-house events, the operational
experience group could give support and participate to define the actions
needed. The group consists of:

Head of operational safety section (chairman)
Operational safety engineer

- Head of operation planning section
Heads of operations sections of TVO I and TVO II
Head of instrument maintenance section
Head of electrical maintenance section

- Head of mechanical maintenance section
Head of process technology section
Head of process maintenance section.

Meetings should be frequent enough, e.g. every second week, that there
is not too large a number of reports at each meeting.

The reports selected for further evaluation are distributed to the
sections responsible for the matters raised. The operational experience group
can classify the reports as useful for information or state that further
analysis is needed. During the further evaluation phase, the section analyses
the possibility of occurrence of the event at TVO. If repairs or modifications
are deemed necessary, they are initiated through the normal corrective action
procedure.

RECORDS

The operational experience group files the reports received from outside
organizations according to source.

The organizational unit gives feedback to the operational experience
group on the handling of the event report (handled as information or analysed
in relation to TVO NPP). Feedback should always be in written form, i.e. a
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short statement of why the event does not need further analysis or a report on
the analysis made. The operational experience group processes the statement
or the report and records it.

SUPERVISION

The operational experience group maintains two separate lists for
supervising the processing of reports:

A status list for reports on in-house events;
A status list for reports on outside events.

Twice a year a list is compiled on actions initiated. This list is
presented to the safety committee of the company and to the national safety
authority.

Abbreviations

KSU: Swedish organization analysing operational experience information.
WANO: World Association of Nuclear Operators.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE OK6 AKTIEBOLAG EXTERNAL OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
PROGRAMME
1 INTRODUCTION

In this report the OKG AKTIEBOLAG external operational experience
feedback (OEF) programme are described. The content in the report
should be read in conjunction with the report "The Swedish
approach for enhancing operating experience feedback" written by
Mr. I Zellbi by the Nuclear Training and Safety Center of Sweden(KSU), reference 1.

2 ORGANIZATION AND RESOURCES FOR THE EXTERNAL OEF PROGRAMME
OKG AKTIEBOLAG is not a typically utility but merely a production
company for electricity. Therefore the corporate office is loca-
ted at the site together with the traditionally plant organiza-
tion. The company organization chart is shown in figure 1.
The company operates three nuclear power units. There is one pro-
duction department for unit 1 and 2 (Department Dl) and one pro-
duction department for unit 3 (Department D3). There are also a
Technical Department (Department T) and the Nuclear Safety and
Quality Assurance Department (Department S) along with a coupleof other departments.
There is no specific organizational unit responsible for the OEFprogramme. Instead, the OEF programme is carried out within seve-
ral different departments as a part of their duties.
Within the two production departments, Dl and D3, there is one
engineer each that are responsible for the external OEF pro-
gramme. These engineers belongs to the operation sections for
unit 2 and unit 3. The dedicated engineer within Dl is also theCompanys overall point of contact for OEF programme.
The evaluation of external reports is assigned to different de-
partments. This provides extra resources to the OEF programme.
At the Nuclear Training and Safety Center (KSU) there is a speci-
fic department responsible for Operational Experience Feedback on
a national level, KSU-S. This department consists of sixengineers. Since there are four nuclear utilities and nuclear
sites in Sweden, it follows that one and a half engineer within
KSU-S should be counted as included in OKG1s OEF overall resour-ces.
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3 OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK FROM OTHER SWEDISH BWR's
In Sweden there are nine BWR's. Several of those are more or less
identical, such as Oskarshamn 2 and Barsebäck l and 2.
Furthermore, Oskarshamn 3 is identical to Forsmark 3. Apart from
that, there are much identical equipment between many of the
Swedish BWR's.
Therefore there are a large ongoing programme of exchanging
operational experience among the Swedish BWR's. OKG receives
copies of all 1ER's and scram reports directly from the other
Swedish BWR's. In addition, the company receives the monthly
report "Summary of Swedish operating experience" from KSU-S.
These are the main sources for the Companys external OEF pro-
gramme from the other Swedish BWR's.

3.1 Dissémination of information
3.1.1 "Operational Experience Circulation List"

External OEF information is disseminated by the Companys point of
contact for KSU who distributes the information using the
"Operational Experience Circulation List". With this system,
thirteen copies are routed to various departments, sections and
shift personnel covering operations, maintenance, technical
support, safety personnel for all three operating units. Roughly
100 control room operators and 80 engineers are receiving ex-
ternal OEF information through this circulation list system.
OEF information from other Swedish BWR's is disseminated by cir-
culating the KSU monthly report mentioned above. This report
gives the reader a short operational summary for each plant as
well of a short description of all issued LER's and scram re-
ports.

3.1.2 Distribution of copies of LER's and scram reports
In additional to the KSU monthly reports, copies of all LER's and
scram reports from the Swedish BWR's of the same vintage are dis-
tributed to the operations, maintenance, technical support and
safety section managers for the different units. This gives them
the possibility to read the whole content of the LER's.

3.2 Reviews of OEF information from other Swedish BWR's
The two production departments are responsible for reviewing OEF
information from other Swedish BWR's for applicability to their
own units. Different sections within the departments are assigned
the task of performing the review by using the categorization
system of the reports described in reference 1, chapter 5.1. In
some specific technical areas, sections outside the production
departments could be assigned the responsibility of performing
the review of a report.
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The result of the review of the reports are discussed in regular
meetings within the production departments. In these meetings the
section responsible for the review of a specific report presents
what corrective actions have been made and if there are any
further actions that needs to be done.
Recommended further actions are decided in these meetings and are
documented in written meeting minutes.

4 INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK INFORMATION
4.1 Review for applicability

KSU is responsible of screening all international OEF information
that we receive in Sweden. Their screening process results in two
.categories of information. The larger category includes infor-
mation that should be disseminated to plant personnel and the
smaller category includes information that should be reviewed by
the plant for applicability and further actions. The screening
process performed by KSU is described in reference 1.
Information from the Swedish PWR's and the finnish plants are
included in the KSU monthly reports for the Swedish reactors, but
otherwise they are treated similar to international OEF infor-
mation.

4.2 Dissemination of international OEF information
For international OEF information that has been screened by KSU
as relevant for dissemination to the plants, KSU makes a summary
translated into Swedish. Such summaries are included into a
monthly report called "Summary of international operating
experience". This monthly report is disseminated to plant
personnel using the "Operational Experience Circulation List"
described in chapter 3.1.1 above.
Furthermore, KSU incident reports and "category 1" reports, see
reference 1, are disseminated in the same way using the circu-
lation system.
Those within the organization who wish to receive more infor-
mation about a certain foreign event can ask for the full (un-
translated) report.
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4.3 Review of international OEF information
As mentioned above KSU is responsible for screening all inter-
national OEF information for applicability to our Swedish nuclearpower plants.
The following documents are reviewed by the company for applica-
bility to our plants and our organization

NRC bulletins
NRC Generic Letters
NRC Regulatory Guides
INPO Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOER)
KSU Incident Reports
Other events or documents selected by KSU

The company OEF point of contact decides which department should
be responsible for the reviews of a selected document. The review
of the document is performed within the appointed department and
recommendations are made regarding the information.
Those recommendations are treated in existing technical supportgroup meetings, which are meetings with personnel from different
company organizations covering a specific technical area. In
those meetings decisions are made regarding the recommendations
and action items are assigned to a specific department or sec-
tion.

5 TRAINING OF CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS IN OEF INFORMATION
As a complement to the dissemination of OEF information to shiftpersonnel, both internal and external operational experience
feedback is included in training for plant key personnel. Speci-
fically, for control room operators OEF are included both inclassroom and the simulator training. Typically, half a dozenforeign events per year are included in this training in opera-
tional experience feedback.
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Figure 2

Examples of the content jn KSU"5 monthly reports
1 Summary of Swedish operating experience

Unit Energy availa-
h i l i i - y f a rhn r

FORSMARK2 g^ ANATOM

Capacity
factor

Temiisk effckt El-«ff=kt
2928 MW 1006/968 MW

I drift sedan
1981

Scram
reports
SS:

100% Energitillgänglighet

Inget

57,0% Energiumyujning

RO: 6/90 I samband med en utlöst dvärgbrytare konstaterades jordfel i mätgaskylaren i
systemet for rumsovervakning, 546 El. Dvargbrytaren matar aven vissa funk-
tioner i processmätningen, 541, som är av intresse for stationens drift. Dâ
dvärgbrytaren âterstalldes frânskiljdes mätgaskylaren vüket fick till följd att ett

LER ' s felaktigt mätvärde frân en givare för syremätningen i inneslutningea erhölls
(pga utebliven kylning av mätflödet). Den säkerhetsmässiga berydelsen av
bändeisen är liten da man infört en redundant on-line mätning sorn dock ej
ännu införts i STF.

Other
comments KOMPONENT. STF 3.7. SYS 5-16. ERF 545, SXR computer codes

7/90 Pump P3 i havsvattenkylsystemet 715 togs ur drift i mitten pâ mânaden pga
höga vibraüoner. Kopplingsgiimmit mellan motor och pump, som var orsaken
till de höga vibrationerna,"byttes ut. Hindernd: 4 timmar.

KOMPONENT, STF 3.8, Ingen, SYS 715, ERF 715, SRR

Summary of international operating experience

Source_
document

751 Information Notice 89-81
Otillräckiig kontroll vid tillfalliga ändringar i
sakerhetsrelaterade system

Vid NRC's inspektioner har man mânga ganger pâtraffat brister
vid temporära modifikationer i sakerhetsrelaterad utrustning.
Speciellt brister i upptoljningssystemen för temporära
modifieringar har uppmärksammats. Rapporten beskriver sedan
fyra händelser som lett till bötfällning av stationer.
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TABLE 1

AN EXAMPLE OF THE MANAGEMENT OF OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK FROM A
FOREIGN EVENT
In order to further explain the OKG OEF programme, the following example is
given. The Lasalle 2 event with the scram caused by neutron flux oscilla-
tions is used as the example.
The information from the event was managed according to the following time-
table:
1988-03-09
1988-03-21

April 1988

January 1989

1989-02-11

January 1989

Spring 1989

1989-12-16

1990-01-08

Spring 1990

Summer 1990

The Lasalle 2 event occured.
The utility issues a message by using "Nuclear
Network".
OKG receives a short description of the event in the
March issue of the KSU monthly report "Summary ofinternational operating experience".
Neutron flux stability measurements are performed in
Oskarshamn 1 and 2. The measurements show that in
Oskarshamn 2 there exists some instability within the
allowed limits for operation. Oskarshamn 1 is stable
in all points within the allowed area.
KSU issues an "Incident report" about the Lasalle 2
event including information about experiences from
Forsmark 1 and TVO 1 about neutron flux oscillations.
A temporary procedure is issued for Oskarshamn 2,
which excludes the unstable region in the power versusrecirculation flow diagram.
Classroom training is given to shift personnel about
the problems with neutron flux oscillations includinginformation about the experiences from Oskarshamn 1
and 2.
New stability measurements are performed in Oskarshamn
2.
During a planned power reduction at Oskarshamn 2 neu-tron flux oscillations occure. The oscillations are
terminated by initiation of a so called partial scram.
OKG decides to make a modification of the RPS-logic sothat a partial scram will be initiated automatically
if the reactor reaches the unstable area.
KSU issues a WANO EAR report about the 1990-01-08event at Oskarshamn 2.
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TABLE 2

SOME FIGURES ABOUT THE OKG OEF PROGRAMME
Approx.
numbers

The number of control room operators who receives OEF infor-
mation 100
The number of engineers who receives OEF information 80
The number of LER's included in the KSU report "Summary of
Swedish operating experience" 400 per year
The number of LER's from other Swedish BWR's which are re-
viewed for applicability 200 per year
The number of notices regarding foreign events that are in-
cluded in the KSU report "Summary of international operating
experience" 150 per year
The number of KSU incident reports 5 per year
The number of foreign events that are formally reviewed at
OKG for applicability 20 per year
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Annex 2

EXAMPLES OF OEF PROCEDURES

This annex shows the structure of the procedures covering OEF at
Oldbury-on-Severn Power Station, Nuclear Electric pic, UK and includes
some of these procedures.
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OLDBÜRY-ON-SEVERN POWER STATION

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK PROCEDURES

Working level procedures on Central Electricity Generating
Board (CEGB) power station sites fall into two levels:-
(i) Management Control Procedures (MCPs) - upper tier,

representing the Station Manager's instructions to his
Department Managers. As a consequence they address
inter- as well as intra-departroental responsibilities.

(ii) Departmental Instructions (Dis) - lower tier,
addressing more detailed responsibilities principally
intra-departmental in nature.

At Oldbury these are structured as follows:-

MCP 18
COVERING O.E.F.

Reporting &
Recording
On-Site
Events

Response to
On-Site
Events

Response to
Off-Site
Events

Safety System
Unavailability
Monitoring

The current issue of MCP 18 and examples of typical Dis are
attached.
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OLDBURY-ON-SEVERN POWER STATION
MANAGEMENT CONTROL PROCEDURE

OLD/MCP/18
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

Prepared by. . . AV -Klk,- . . . : .Y^y. ............... Date. ;;i

Agreed by:
Production Manager. ....... Iff. .../. . ........... Date. . . . . (J. .

Engineering Manager

Resources Manager Date *•'/:«*¥. <-.

Station Administrative Officer. . ... . Date

Approved and Authorised for Issue:
yStation Manager.....'

This document is a Reference to an Approved Document (Ref:
OLD/OQAP). Any revision to this document must retain this
statement on the front sheet and must be sent to the Station
Quality Assurance Engineer.

COPY NO
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OLDBURY-ON-SEVERN POWER STATION

MANAGEMENT CONTROL PROCEDURE
OLD/MCP/18

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

DISTRIBUTION LIST

SEE OLD/MCP/02 PAGE 1
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OLDBURY-ON-SEVERN POWER STATION

MANAGEMENT CONTROL PROCEDURE

OLD/MCP/18

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

CONTENTS
1 PURPOSE
2 SCOPE
3 RESPONSIBILITIES

3 .1 Engineering Manager
3.2 Operational Feedback Engineer
3.3 Branch Heads, Section Heads, Shift Charge Engineers
3.4 Plant Areas Engineers
3.5 Emergency Preparedness Engineer
3.6 Training Engineer
3.7 All Staff
4 PROCEDURE

4.1 Response to On-Site Events
4.1.1 Detection of and Response to On-Site Deviations
4.1.2 Recording and Analysis of On-Site Events
4.1.3. Reporting On-Site Events and Placement of Actions
4.1.4 Tracking and Completion of Actions
4.1.5 Circulation of Reports Arising from On-Site Events
4.2 Response to Off-Site Events
4.2.1 Off-Site Reports to NUPER
4.2.2 Panel of Enquiry Reports
4.2.3 Nuclear Safety Committee and Ad Hoc Reports
4.3 Safety Systems Unavailability Monitoring
4.4 Routine Training
5 DEFINITIONS

6 REFERENCES
7 RECORDS

APPENDIX A - POSTS NOMINATED AS FORMAL POINTS OF CONTACT
FOR THE OFE.

OLD/MCP/18
ISSUE 1
Page 3 of 16
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1 PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to;
(a), outline the process of Operational Experience

Feedback (OEF) at Oldbury-on-Severn Power Station,
(b) identify the Station procedures for OEF,
(c) identify the responsibilities on the Station for

OEF.
The purpose of the OEF system is detailed in a policy
document, Board Procedure on Operational Experience
Feedback (BP/NCG/001).

2 SCOPE

2.1 This Management Control Procedure (MCP) applies to all
CEGB staff working at Oldbury-on-Severn Power Station.

2.2 OEF covers three areas of activity;
(a) Events occurring on-site,
(b) Events occurring off-site,
(c) On-site Safety Systems Unavailability Monitoring.

2.3 This MCP addresses the processes, interdepartmental
interfaces and responsibilities involved in these three
basic areas.

2.4 The process of OEF on-site includes;
(a) Event detection and reporting,
(b) screening for significance to Oldbury,
(c) analysis of Event Reports,
(d) reporting of analyses and recommended remedial

actions,
(e) acceptance and tracking of actions resultingfrom recommendations.

2.5 This MCP does not cover Plant Status Reports (see
OLD/MCP/12 - Establishment of the Operational Status of
Plant and Apparatus).

3 RESPONSIBILITIES
3 .1 Engineering Manager

The Engineering Manager shall ensure the effective
operation of the Stationxs OEF system. This
responsibility includes;

OLD/MCP/18
Issue 1
Page 5 of 16
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(a) ensuring that on-site Events are adequately
investigated to identify Root Causes and
corrective actions,

(b) ensuring that a system is in place to collect and
analyse plant data for use in performing on-site
Event investigations,

(c) coordinating the review and approval of
recommended corrective actions with on-site review
meetings, (Safety Management Meeting, Engineering
Management Meeting and Production Meeting),

(d) ensuring that approved corrective actions are
implemented by nominated Station Staff,

(e) regularly reviewing the OEF system.
(f) authorising Event Reports for inclusion into the

Site Incident Register and/or NUPER database,
and/or other external reporting systems.

3.2 Operational Feedback Engineer (OFE)
The OFE is responsible for overall coordination
and administration of the OEF system on-site.
Specific responsibilities include;
(a) screening of on-site Deviations from normal

operating conditions and/or practices to identify
those Events requiring further investigation,

(b) coordinating on-site Event investigations with
staff,

(c) ensuring affected Department Managers have input
into the development of proposed Remedial Actions,

(d) reporting certain Plant Events (as defined in
Board Procedure BP/NCG/001) to Nuclear
Coordination Group (NCG) via the NUPER database,

(e) maintaining status tracking systems for all OEF
reports processed on-site,

(f) entering all on-site Events onto the Station OEF
database (OLDER),

(g) determining the applicability and priority of OEF
reports on the NUPER system through
- Mandatory Assessment of Significant Event
Reports/Plant Event Reports identified by NCG
using the appropriate station engineers asnecessary,

- Deferred Assessment of Plant Event Reports as
identified on NUPER bulletins using appropriate
Station Engineers as necessary,
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Note; Formal points of contact for the OFE are
generally at Section Head level and are
detailed in Appendix A.

(h) reporting recommendations for Remedial Actions to
the Safety Management Meeting,

(i) identifying and recommending OEF items to the
Training Engineer for inclusion in the training
programmes for all appropriate Station staff,

(j) monitoring assessments and Remedial Actions
arising from OEF reports,

(k) providing periodic reports to Station Executive
and Safety Management Meeting on the status of OEF
Events on-site,

(1) gathering unavailability data for key safety
related plant for inclusion in the corporate
safety systems unavailability database (NUSPRA),

(m) providing appropriate staff with relevant
information for dissemination within their
Department/Branch/Section,

(n) periodic review of this MCP.
3.3 Branch Heads, Section Heads, Shift Charge Engineers

Operational Experience Feedback responsibilities for
Branch Heads, Section Heads and Shift Charge Engineers
include the following;
(a) registering significant abnormal occurrences by

entering them into the appropriate Station log and
by notifying the OFE and ensuring that they are
tabled at the Morning Production Meeting as
appropriate,

(b) preparing evaluations on Events for Mandatory or
Deferred Assessment in conjunction with the OFE
and the appropriate Plant Area Engineer(s),

(c) supporting investigations of on-site Events as
required,

(d) distributing OEF information to appropriate
personnel,

(e) implementing approved Remedial Actions.

3 . 4 Plant Area Engineers
OEF responsibilities for Plant Area Engineers include
the following;
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(a) preparing evaluations on Events for Mandatory or
Deferred Assessments in conjunction with the OFE
and appropriate Shift Charge Engineer/Section
Head,

(b) supporting investigations of on-site Events as
required,

(c) implementing Remedial Actions approved by the
Safety Management Meeting,

(d) using the OEF database to maintain a high level of
awareness of OEF items that are directly or
indirectly applicable to relevant plant
responsibilities (operation, maintenance or
modification),

(e) plant performance monitoring and trend analysis
(See OLD/MCP/12) and notifying the OFE of adverse
trends in plant performance likely to be of value
to other sites.

3 . 5 Emergency Preparedness Engineer
OEF responsibilities for the Emergency Preparedness
Engineer include the following;
(a) assessing Event Reports provided by the OFE,
(b) implementing Remedial Actions approved by the

Safety Management Meeting.
3.6 Training Engineer

OEF responsibilities for the Training Engineer include
collaborating with the OFE investigations of both
on-site and off-site Events to identify training needs
and implementing agreed remedial measures in accordance
with OLD/MCP/10.

3.7 All Staff
All Staff have a responsibility to contribute to the
OEF process and have the following responsibilities;
(a) reporting any known or suspected Deviations

from normal plant operation to their Branch
Head, Section Head or Shift Charge Engineer,

(b) reporting of near misses to their Section Head,
Shift Charge Engineer, or Station Safety Officer.

4 PROCEDURE
The OEF system discriminates between the two main
inputs, namely:
(a) On-site Event Reports.
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(b) Off-site Event Reports.
4.1 Response to On-Site Events

Deviations from normal operating conditions and/or
practices may occur daily. In most cases these will be
trivial with no nuclear safety significance in their
own right. However, it is important to identify
personnel and plant Deviations judged to have
operational significance of a safety or commercial
nature requiring investigation and remedial measures.
Consequently it is necessary to have a Screening
process based on a knowledge of all or a large
proportion of, on-site Deviations.
A Deviation judged to be significant and therefore
requiring investigation is defined as an Event.
This screening process and the subsequent response is
described below.

4.1.1 Detection of and Response to On-Site Deviations
4.1.1.1 The OFE shall;

(a) monitor on-site meetings (see OLD/MCP/07), review
Station logs and reports, and carry out routine
plant walks to identify Deviations occurring
on-site,

(b) screen the Deviations identified for their
significance and, if significant, classify them
for entry into one or more of the following
information systems:
- The local Oldbury Event Reporting database

(OLDER).
- The NUPER database.
- The Site Incident Register.
The criteria for this classification are
detailed in OLD/EODI/18/001 - Reporting and
Recording of On-site Events,

(c) obtain the Engineering Manager's agreement to the
proposed reporting classification,

(d) provide an oral report of the Event to the Safety
Management Meeting and/or Engineering Management
Meeting (OLD/MCP/07) as appropriate

4.1.1.2 When Events have an obvious immediate operational
significance, they shall be reported to the Morning
Production Meeting. Subsequently, the Production
Manager (or nominee) shall ensure timely notification
in writing to all relevant staff by the DirectedReading system (OLD/MCP/03 - Document Control).
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4.1.2 Recording and Analysis of On-Site Events
The OFE shall;
(a) "• record the Event onto the appropriate database

(see 4.1.1 (to) above) as agreed with the
Engineering Manager. The process for this is
detailed in OLD/EODI/18/001,

(b) with the help of Nominated Engineers on-site
(See Appendix A) and reports produced by other
off-site departments, investigate the Event to
establish Direct and Root Causes and recommend
remedial measures.

4.1.3 Presentation of On-Site Events to Management and
Placement of Actions

4.1.3.1 The OFE shall report the Event to the Safety
Management Meeting for consideration and acceptance of
the recommendations for remedial measures and the
subsequent placement of actions. The procedure adopted
by the OFE for responding to on-site Events is detailed
in OLD/EODI/18/002.

4.1.3.2 The following shall be recorded in the minutes of the
Safety Management Meeting:
(a) Acceptance of recommendations and actions.
(b) Nomination of a Responsible Engineer to undertake

the actions and monitoring them through to
completion.

(c) Specification of a target date for completion/
review of actions.

4.1.3.3 The nominated Responsible Engineer shall be
notified by his Department Manager (or nominee).

4.1.4 Tracking and Completion of Actions
4.1.4.1 The OFE shall monitor progress of actions arising

from on-site Events and periodically report back
to the Safety Management Meeting.

4.1.4.2 Final completion of all actions shall be agreed
by the Department Managers (or their nominees) and
recorded in the minutes of the Safety Management
Meeting.

4.1.5 Circulation of Reports Arising from On-site Events
4.1.5.1 The OFE shall screen on-site Event Reports and

circulate them to Production, Engineering
Resource, and Administration Departments asappropriate.
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4 . 2 Response to Off-Site Events
Notification of off-site Events to the Power Station
occurs through one or more of the following channels:
(a)' The NLFPER database which is routinely

accessible to the Station.
(b) Panel of Inquiry reports.
(c) Nuclear Safety Committee minutes.
(d) Other ad hoc reports, both written and verbal.
The procedure adopted by the OFF for responding to
off-site events is detailed in OLD/EODI/18/003.
The Station response to Events reported through
the above channels is detailed below.

4.2.1 Off-site Reports via NUPER
NUPER is the principal source of off-site Event
information.
The Station response is as follows

4.2.1.1 The OFE shall;
(a) receive Significant Event Reports and Plant Event

Reports specifically identified by Nuclear
Coordination Group for Mandatory Assessment
by the Station (as specified by BP/NCG/001),

(b) place them with a Nominated On-Site Engineer(s)
(See Appendix A) for evaluation of their
significance to Oldbury,

(c) with the help of the Nominated Engineers,
recommend Remedial Actions to the Safety
Management Meeting for consideration and approval
of the proposals by the Department Managers (or
nominees) and the placement of actions.

4.2.1.2 The procedure for the placement and tracking of actions
is identical to that for on-site Events as detailed
above (4.1.3 and 4.1.4).

4.2.1.3 Every week, the OFE shall;
(a) perform a Deferred Assessment of new entries onto

NUPER for their specific significance to Oldbury
with help from Nominated Engineers (See
Appendix A) as required,

(b) recommend remedial measures where necessary to the
Safety Management Meeting for consideration and
acceptance of the proposals by Department
Managers (or nominees) and the placement of
actions.
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i. 2.1.4 The procedure for the acceptance, placement and
tracking of actions is identical to that for on-site
Events as detailed above (4.1.3 and 4.1.4).

4.2.1.5 As an input to on-site staff training, the OFE shall
extract a monthly list of new NUPER summaries and
circulate it to the Production, Engineering and
Resources Department Managers.

4.2.1.6 Department Managers sha .1 identify those Events having
potential use in training their staff and otify the
OFE by returning the marked up list.

4.2.1.7 The OFE shall then obtain full NUPER reports for each
Event identified and send them to the Training Engineer
for circulation to the relevant staff under the
Directed Reading System (OLD/MCP/03 - Document
Control).

4.2.1.8 The OFE shall circulate a quarterly bulletin of NUPER
summaries, provided by NCG (BP/NCG/001) to all Branch
Heads for information.

4.2.1.9 The OFE shall make full NUPER reports available to
Branch Heads on request.

4.2.2 Panel of Enquiry Reports
4.2.2.1 The OFE shall ;

(a) assess Panel of Enquiry Reports relating to
nuclear safety for their significance to Oldbury
using Nominated Engineers as necessary,

(b) with the help of the Nominated Engineers,
recommend appropriate Remedial Actions to the
Safety Management Meeting for consideration and
acceptance of the proposals by the Department
Managers (or nominees) and the placement of
actions.

4.2.2.2 The procedure for the acceptance, placement and
tracking of actions is identical to that for
on-site Events as detailed above (4.1.3 and
4.1.4) .

4.2.3 Nuclear Safety Committee and Ad Hoc Reports
4.2.3.1 In response to,

(a) the Station Manager (or nominee) identifying
potentially relevant Events from Nuclear Safety
Committee proceedings, or

(b) written/verbal reports of off-site Events, or
(c) information from any other source
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the OFE shall,
(a) assess the Event./ informât ion for its

significance to Oldbury, with help from
Nominated Engineers as required,

(b) with the help of Nominated Engineers, recommend
appropriate Remedial Actions to the Safety
Management Meeting for consideration and
acceptance of the proposals by the Department
Managers (or nominees) and the placement of
actions.

4.2.3.2 The procedure for the acceptance, placement and
tracking of actions is identical to that for
on-site Events as detailed above (4.1.3 and
4.1.4).

4.3 Safety Systems Unavailability Monitoring
4.3.1 The requirement for Safety Systems Unavailability

Monitoring for key safety systems is specified in
Board Procedure BP/NCG/001.

4.3.2 Key safety systems are identified in the Safety
Systems Inventory (Appendix 1 of NCG/NOS/(88) 6 -
NUSPRA: A Safety Systems Unavailability Data
Recording Scheme).

4.3.3 The Duty Control Room Supervisor shall use the
Production Department's Plant Status Monitoring
System (OLD/PODI/12/011 - State of Plant Monitoring
and Availability) to log when those systems specified
in the Safety Systems Inventory become unavailable and
are returned to service.

4.3.4 The OFE shall routinely extract unavailability
data from the Plant Status Monitoring System and
provide it to the Performance and Feedback
Engineer at NCG for entry into the NUSPRA database.

4.3.5 The Performance and Feedback Engineer at NCG will, in
response, provide the OFE with performance indicators
to enable adverse trends in unavailability to be
detected.

4.3.6 Detailed responsibilities for Safety Systems
Unavailability Monitoring are included in
OLD/EODI/18/004 - Safety Systems Unavailability
Monitoring.

4.4 Routine Training
Recommendations for Routine Training arising from Event
Reports shall be reviewed by Department Managers
and incorporated into the appropriate Station training
courses as prescribed in OLD/MCP/10 - Selection,
Qualification and Training of Staff.
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5 DEFINITIONS
5.1 Deferred Assessment

The non-urgent assessment of PER summaries by
appropriate Nominated Station Engineers to identify
local implications and appropriate remedial actions.

5.2 Deviation
A departure from normal operating conditions,
procedures or practices.

5.3 Direct Cause
The apparent or superficial cause for an event.
For example: the event resulted from a failure of a
relay (Direct Cause) which was a consequence of
inadequate maintenance (Root Cause).

5.4 Event
A Deviation judged to be worthy of a Root Cause
Analysis.

5.5 Mandatory Assessment
The urgent assessment by appropriate Station Engineers
of Significant Event Reports or specific Plant Event
Reports designated by NCG to identify local
implications and appropriate remedial actions.

5.6 Nominated Engineer
The Engineer identified by the Station Executive or
Branch Heads as a formal contact for the OFE. He
assists the OFE in on-site investigations following
Events.

5.7 Plant Event Report
An event report that satisfies the NUPER reporting
criteria.

5.8 Remedial Actions
Actions taken to rectify any known or suspected
deficiencies in Station plant, procedures or staff as
identified by the OEF process.

5.9 Responsible Engineer
The Engineer with responsibility for carrying out
actions identified by the Safety Management Meetingfollowing Events on-site or off-site.
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5.10 Root Cause

The cause that, if removed, would prevent re-occurrence
of the Event.

5.11 Significant Event Report

A Plant Event Report that Nuclear Coordination Group
judge to have significant generic safety implications
for all nuclear stations.

6 REFERENCES

OLD/EODI/18/001 Reporting and Recording of On-site
Events

OLD/EODI/18/002 Response to On-site Events
OLD/EODI/18/003 Response to Off-site Events
OLD/EODI/18/004 Safety Systems Unavailability

Monitoring
OLD/PODI/12/011 State of Plant Monitoring and

Availability
OLD/MCP/11/001 Abnormal Occurrences
BP/NCG/001 Operational Experience Feedback (for

Nuclear Licensed Sites)
NCG/NOS/(88) 6 A Safety Systems Unavailability Data
NUSPRA Recording Scheme.

7 RECORDS
7.1 Records resulting from the procedures described in this

MCP are maintained by the OFE.
7.2 Documented records (Forms,Event Reports,etc.) are held

in Operational Feedback Section.
7.3 Records shall be managed in accordance with OLD/MCP/05

- Management of Station Records.
7.4 The following records shall be kept

Requests for Mandatory Assessments
Responses to Mandatory Assessments
Responses to Deferred Assessments
NUPER on-site reports
OLDER on-site reports
Site Incident Register
Panel of Inquiry Reports
Ad hoc reports
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APPENDIX A - POSTS NOMINATED AS FORMAL POINTS OF
CONTACT FOR THE O.F.E.

The holders of these posts are to provide advice and assistance
in the analysis/evaluation of on - and off-site Events and the
development of remedial measures.
1 PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

Shift Charge Engineers (SE)
Mechanical/Civil Engineer (SE)
Electrical/Fuel Route Engineer(SE)
Production Services Engineer (SE)

2 ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

Electrical/Instrumentation Engineer (SE)
Mechanical Engineer (SE)
Reactor Engineering/Engineering Services Engineer (SE)
Station Chemist (SE)
Station Physicist (SE)
LTSR Engineer (SE)

3 RESOURCES DEPARTMENT

Health Physics Services Engineer (SE)
Health Physics Operations Engineer (IE)
Emergency Preparedness and Safety Engineer (IE)
Planning Engineer (IE)
Quality Assurance Engineer (SE)
Training Engineer (SE)

4 ADMINISTRATION

Assistant Station Administration Officer (Personnel and
Services)
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1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this Department Instruction (DI) 15 to detail the
approved procedures for ensuring that Events occurring at Oldbury
Power Station are notified, assessed against the appropriate
reporting and recording criteria and that the relevant reports are
made.

2 SCOPE
This DI describes the processes by which Events are notified, and
details the methods by which Events are assessed against recording
and reporting criteria.
This document is concerned only with reporting/recording
requirements placed under the jurisdiction of the Operational
Feedback Engineer (OFE).

3 RESPONSIBILITIES

The Engineering Manager is responsible for the final authorisation
of all reporting/recording.
The Operational Feedback Engineer is responsible for the
preparation, review and amendment of this document and for
implementing the provisions contained herein.
The Technical Branch Representative (TBR) at the Daily Production
Meeting is responsible for notifying the OFE of any Events reported
at the meeting.

4 PROCEDURE
4.1 The Daily Production Meeting (DPM) is the primary source of data on

occurring Events. This will be supplemented by daily examination of
the Station Log.

4.2 The TBR at the DPM should note all Events of significance when they
are reported; in particular any Eventa which are felt to be
reportable/recordable should be marked for the attention of the
OFE .

4.3 The TBR should collect the Technical Branch copy of the Station Log
and any available additional reports on Events of significance at
the DPM and forward them to the OFE .

U.iJ On receipt of the Station Log and any DPM reports, the OFE assesses
the Events against the criteria given in Appendix A for reporting to
the NUPER database, recording on the Register of Site Incidents
(RSI) or inputting details to the OLDER database.

4.5 If the Event falls within the criteria given in Appendix A, form
OLD/EO/F007 (Appendix B) should be completed requesting
authorisation to report/record the Event as appropriate.
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U.6 On receipt of a Health Physics Incident Report (HP96) from the
Health and Safety Branch Head, the OFE should note the
recommendation made as to whether the Event is recordable on the
RSI, and raise form OLD/EO/F007. This should be done whether or not
the recommendation is to enter the Event on the RSI.

4.7 On receipt of any query on the reportability/recordability of any
Event or on receipt of details of any significant Event from a
source other than the DPM or Station Log, the OFE shall assess the
Event against the criteria given in Appendix A. A copy of form
OLD/EO/F007 should be raised.

4.8 If the Event is reportable to NUPER, the OFE should ensure a report
is prepared (see Appendix D).

Note For steps 4.6 and 4.7 a form should be raised for a null return, for
step 4.4 a form for a null return is only raised if the
reportability/recordability was questioned at the DPM. Steps 4.4 to
4.8 inclusive should be completed on the same day as steps 4.2 and
4.3 if possible.

4.9 The form, together with the intended report (if WUPER) or the HP96
(if appropriate) is presented to the Engineering Manager (EM) for
authorisation.

Note The EM must also sign the HP96.
4.10 If the EM disagrees with the recommendations made on form

OLD/EO/F007 he/she should make changes to the reporting routes and
record the reasons for doing so on the form. The EM should also make
changes to the NUPER report on the copy given.

4 . 1 1 The EM returns form OLD/EO/F007 and its associated reports to the
OEFE who will report/record the Event as appropriate.

4.12 If the Event is recordable on the RSI, follow the route detailed in
Appendix C. If the Event is reportable to MUPER, follow the
procedure given in Appendix D, If the Event is to be entered on the
OLDER database, follow Appendix E.

4.13 On completion of step 4.12 the Event and its reporting route should
be notified at the next meeting of the Safety Management Meeting,
where it will be minuted.

4.14 A copy of form OLD/EO/F007 should be filed in the Operating
Experience Feedback (OEF) Section.

4.15 The signed copy of the HP96 should be given to the TBR to formally
report back to the DPM on the recordability of the Event. The TBR
should sign the form and return it to the OEFE, who shall retain a
copy and return the original to the Health and Safety Branch Head.
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DEFINITIONS

HP96 - Health Physics Incident Report
MUPER - Nuclear Plant Event Report database
OLDER - Oldbury Event Report database
Oldbury Incident Index - An index unique to the OEF section in

which plant Eventa are assigned
individual numbers.

Event - An Event is a deviation from normal
conditions, procedures or practices of
sufficient significance to undergo
analysis for root cause.

REFERENCES

Condition 12 attached to Nuclear Site Licence No 11, Oldbury Power
Station.
Board Procedure BP/NCG/001 Operational Experience Feedback
RECORDS
OLD/EO/FOOU Oldbury Incidents Reported to the NUPER

Database
OLD/EO/F007 Recommendations for Recording On-Site Nuclear

Events
Oldbury Index Régi- ~er
Site Incident Register
All records to be retained to the end of Station life.
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A P P E N D I X A REPORTING C R I T E R I A

CLASSIFICATION OF SITE INCIDENTS

INSTALLATIONS ACT 19^5 (AS AMENDED)

DIfl£CTIOIf

mad« under condition 12 «ttaclud to

Nuclear Sit« LicancB No.11

Oldburr Nuclear Power Station

Th« Health and Safety Executive, for th« purpos«« of condition 12 of Schedul» 2

to Nuclear Sit« Licenca No. 11 (as T«ri*d), H«r«by directs that tho following,

classes of incidents on th« ait« aKall b« record»d in th« Register of Site

Incidents in a fora approved by th« Executiv«:-

1. Any incident, occurrence, fault or failur» which is ra^uired to be reported

to the USE under the conditions attached to th« Lictnco.

2. Any fira oe ejrploaion, not among tho claaa«» of incidents referred to in

the preceding paragraph, involving th« reactors or th«ir ancillary

e^uipmant.

J. (a) Any unforeseen event which results in a need, to increase the Zon«

Classification Catsçory as specified by th« C3C3 Safety Rules

(Radiological).

(b) Any occasion when radioactive contaottiation abote the lower limit

of CI levais as specified in th» CŒ3 Safety Rules (Radiological)

is found in an area not classified s« a Contamination Zone.
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)

k. (a) Whenever » «uarterly or annual Haxiau» Penaiaaible Badiation Dose as
specified in th« CEGB Safety Rul«a (Hadiolosical) i« exceeded.

(b) Any incident which results is either
(i) a dos« of greater than 1/10th of u annual dos« limit aus specified

la th» CEGB Safety Rules (Radiological), or
(ii) an intake by ingestion, inhalation or other means of « radioactive

nuclide equivalent to that r »milting fro« 2QQ hours exposure at
the (MPC) a <tO (a» defined ia Part III of Schedule V of the Sit«
Licence), apacifiod for that nuclide.

5. Any plant fault which result* in an «mission of gas froa a reactor circuit
which would hare made it neeasaary for personnel to wear protective
breathing apparatus ia that area.

6. Aajr failure, naif unction or maloperation of any plant including pro tec tire

devices which
(a) Causes a release of radioactinty to the enrironment greater than ?5!6

of the authorised annual limita or exposure to radiation to members
of the public to nore than 1/10 of the Annual Doa« Limit recommended

by ICRP for such persona.

(b) Ia the opinion of the Station Manager adversely affects the ability of
that plant or any other plant to perfora its nuclear safety function.

7. (a) Any fail to danger faults on reactor protective devices, circuits or
other safety related equipment, and incorrect trip level settings on
such devices, circuits or equipment lying outside the limits for
settings that hare been agreed with the Executive and which are defined
in relevant documentation or which are directly stated la or inferred
fro« appropriate fault studies. ___________________________
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APPENDIX A (Cont'd)

7. (b) Any such fault» occurring and incorrect aettinga found during routine
testing.

8. Any Incident or fault which eauaea tha reactor to trip or oakea it aecsa-
aarr for the operator to trip tha reactor.

9. Any plant conditions, whether arising through fault or not, which do not
meat or conform with the Operating Sulas or other liait« specified in the
licence«

1/">. Any other incident which in tha opinion of tha Station Manager requires
action to be takon in the iatoraat at nuclujr aafaty.

Dated I March 1903

for and on behalf of the
Health and Safety £xecucire

Signed W S. GRQNQW

A person authorised Co act
in that behalf
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APPENDIX ft. (Cont'd)
REPORTING CRITERIA FOR NUPER

Categories of UK Events for Plant Event Reports (PEhs)
An Event is defined for notification as a Plant Event Report (PER) by the
following categories provided it is relevant to nuclear safety or could be in
different circumstances at this Site or at other nuclear power plants. This
reporting begins with initial loading of fuel, during operation, and
decommissioning of nuclear plant.
1. Unplanned reactor trips (manual or automatic) at power, during a reactor

shutdown and during start-up operations.
2. Unplanned losses of output from boilers or circulators which could affect

or have affected statutory operational requirements.
3. (a) On-site handling damage to new or irradiated enriched fuel.

(b) Handling damage to Magnox fuel during operations to charge fuel to
the reactor and to discharge fuel from the reactor into cooling
ponds.

(c) The detection and removal of irradiated fuel failures from reactors,
excluding those routine operations where discharge of failed fuel
has been effected on load.

4. Any failure within the route to discharge fuel which could degrade the
fission product heat removal capability.

5. Unavailability of auxiliaries or back-up system for periods longer than
those authorised by Operating Rules or Identified Operating Instructions,
and Station Operating Instructions for which amendments must be notified
to the Nuclear Installations Inspectorate.

6. Equipment behaviour during operation, maintenance, inspection and testing
of plant which could lead to;
(a) unexpected increases in fuel temperature;
or
(b) degradation of nuclear safety related systems, for example:
* where Safety Case assumptions would be infringed, either by a single

further system unavailability or failure, or without operator
intervention;

* defects in, or damage to, or malfunction of equipment in the gas
circuit pressure envelope which may give rise to unauthorised
coolant gas discharges or possible degradation of the integrity of
the pressure vessel ;

* faulty operation or misuse of cranes or other lifting appliances
which could have resulted in an incident of nuclear safety
significance;

or
(c) any other occurrence which is an initiating Event in the Station

fault schedule.

OLD/EODI/18/001
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71 (a) A release or spread of activity inside the controlled area requiring
special action or special investigation.

(b) A release or spread of activity outside the controlled area via an
authorised discharge route, which Is considered to be significantly
different from normal releases even though it may be within
authorised limits.

7 2 Any incident in which the sum of dose equivalent and committed dose
equivalent exceeds any of the dose limits in Appendix 1 of the CEGB
Safety Rules (Radiological) 2nd Edition.

8 Events with a human factor which but for timely intervention by an
operator or by protection systems would have degraded nuclear safety or
the safety systems as in Item 6 above. (Human Factor Guidelines apply,
see Associated Documents)

9 Abnormal occurrences related to nuclear plant or of nuclear safety
significance due to fire or other external hazards, and that leading to
injury to personnel, etc.

10 Events occurring on conventional equipment at other than nuclear sites
which have an effect on nuclear plant operation (initiated and report
produced by the Operational Feedback Unit in Nuclear Co-ordination
Group)

1 1 Events of interest in terms of implications for public relations related,
to Nuclear Safety.

12 Any Event which is identified as having a dependent failure element, on
nuclear safety related systems.

13 Any other Event which is of nuclear safety concern, which in the opinion
of either the Station Manager, or the Manager Nuclear Operational
Services (Nuclear Co-ordination Group) is of relevance to other UK
nuclear sites.

Reporting Criteria for OLDER
1 Any event occurring at Oldbury and appearing on the NUPER database.
2 Any event of lesser significance not covered by 1 that is authorised for

entry by the Engineering Manager.
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A P P E N D I X B RECOMMENDATION FOR RECORDING ON-SITE NUCLEAR EVENTS

GENERATION

OLDBTOY-ON-SEVERH POHER STATION

TO: ENGINEERING MANAGER
OLOBURY POWER STATION

FROM: OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK ENGINEER
OLDBURY POWER STATION

DATE:

RECOMMENDATION FOR RECORDING QN-SITE NUCLEAR EVENTS

1 DATE OF EVENT: 2 TOE OF EVENT:,

3 DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

4 RECOMMENDATION

To b« entered on:-
(i) R»gist:»r of Sita Incidents

(ii) NUPER
(iii) OLDER

(iv) Nona

YES NO SIGNATURE

I

5 SEASONS

6 AUTHORISATION (D«iace as Appropriate)

Agreed
Rejected - Se« Section 7 below
Response Required - Se« Section 7 balow

Signed: Date:
ENGI.YEERING MANAGER

7 COMMENTS

RETURN TO; OPERATIONAL fEEDBACX ENGINEER
OLDBURY POWER STATION

OLD/EODI/18/001
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APPENDIX C RECORDING ON THE REGISTER OF SITE INCIDENTS

RECORDING OM THE REGISTER OF SITE INCIDENTS

1. Upon receipt of authorisation from the EM (on OLD/EO/F007, see
Appendix 8) that an Event is to be recorded on the RSI, the Event
shall be entered on the RSI and given a unique number.

2. A QA Sheet (Fig C1) is raised and placed in the first available
volume of Site Incident Reports.

3. Any relevant reports should be placed behind the QA sheet in the
file of Site Incident Reports in the OEF Section as they become
available.

M. A copy of the most recent sheet from the RSI shall be copied to the
Document Centre each time an Event is added to the RSI.

5. As each sheet on the RSI is completed it should be typed and a copy
sent to the Document Centre. A copy should also be placed in the
RSI.

OLD/EODI/18/001
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APPENDIX C ._ (Conb 'd )

SITS MciDiarr RESORT
Q.A- SHDST FOR BJBCOHMEtfDXTIOHS

SQEPORT HDMBCK

RECOMMENDATION FROM R£PORT DATE RECOMMENDATION COMPLETED OR
DECISION ON RECOMMENDATION MADE
BY MANAGEMENT AND REASONS

OLD/EODI/18/001
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APPENDIX D REPORTING TO THE NUPER DATABASE

1 On confirmation that an Event is reportable the engineer preparing
the report should obtain all available information on the Event.
Data sources include DPM, logsheets, talking to Staff involved and
information obtained through nominated contacts.

2. Prepare a preliminary proposed NUPER report and attach to form
OLD/EO/F007 for authorisation.

3. On receipt of the authorised report (if appropriate) update the
proposed NUPER report and notify the database administrators of its
availability.

4 File a copy of the report along with a Recording Sheet (Fig D1)
5 Circulate a copy of the report using form OLD/EO/FOOil (pLg D2),

retaining a copy.
o Enter details of the Event and its distribution on the Oldbury

Incident Index (Oil) (Fig D3) retained within the OEF Section
8 After a few days check to see that the Event is on the NUPER system

in the form authorised; if not, contact the database administrators..
9. When significant additional information becomes available the WUPER

report should be updated.
10. Present the updated report to the EM who will make any changes and

give his verbal agreement to the updated report. Retain the marked-
up copy as a record.

11. Notify the database administrators of the availability of the
updated report.

12 File a copy of the report and update the recording sheet
13- If significant changes have been made repeat step 5, side-lining any

changes made.
14 Update the Oil and repeat step 8.
END OF PROCESS

OLD/EODI/18/001
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APPENDIX D (Cont'd)
FIG DI NUPER RECORDING SHEET

Event R*port»bl. Under NUPKR I Date I

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
1
1

ReasonCs) why reoortable (refer ta HUPER definitions) : 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 1
References (lags* Site Register. Reports, etc) < 1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————— I
PER SDOLD file Date Initials 1

——————————————————————————— —————————— —————————— —————————— I
First Updete 1

Second Update 1
————————————————————————————— —————————— ——————————— —————————— I

Completed 1 Signed i 1 Date : 1
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1 PURPOSE

The purpose of this document is to outline the actions to be taken
to assure that following an On-Site Event, remedial measures
identified in subsequent assessments are considered by Management
for implementation.

2 SCOPE
This document covers "'le actions to be taken by the Operational
Feedback (OF) section from the collection of data from On-Slte
Events through to the tracking of accepted remedial actions arising
from such Events. Reporting/recording of responses to On-Site
Incidents is detailed in OLD/EODI/18/001, Reporting and Recording of
On-Site Incidents.

3 RESPONSIBILITIES

The Operational Feedback Engineer (OFE) is responsible for the
preparation, review and amendment of this document and for
implementing the provisions therein.

4 PREREQUISITES

Before this procedure is carried out the assessment of the On-Site
Event should be completed. Assessments will usually be carried out
by the relevant departments. The OFE shall assist in or carry out
assessments as required.

5 PROCEDURE
The On-Site Events referred to in this document are primarily those
of sufficient significance to have been recorded on the Register of
Site Incidents (RSI) and/or entered onto the OLDER database. There
are other On-Site Events to which a response is appropriate, for
example, an HP96 with recommendations where the Event has not been
entered onto the RSI or OLDER.
The following procedure details the process for response to On-Site
Events. A flowchart of this procedure is shown in Appendix A.

5.1 Following completion of the assessment of an On-Site Event the OFE
shall raise an Event Status Sheet (ESS) (see Appendix B). The ESS
shall list any recommendations from the assessment and invite a
response from the Safety Management Meeting (SMM).

5.2 The ESS shall be presented to the SMM for consideration of the
listed recommendations. The response of the SMM to each individual
recommendation shall be recorded in the minutes of the SMM ard on
the ESS, and finally entered into the OF Action Tracking System.

Note It is possible that assessment of an Event and implementation of
actions arising can be initiated by the Weekly Engineering Meeting
(WEM). In such cases a retrospective report should be made to the
SMM and an Event Status Sheet raised accordingly.

OLD/EODI718/002
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5.3 Following consideration by the SMM the OFE shall send a copy of the
ESS to the individual actioned, retaining a copy in the Master file.

5.4 Once a month the OFE shall review the status of all outstanding
actions with a due review date. A report on the status of all such
actions shall be made to the SMM.

5.5 If all outstanding actions from an event have been cleared the OFE
shall update the ESS and ensure it is signed off by the Engineering
Manager. A copy should be circulated to the SMM.

5.6 If, following review, the event still has any outstanding actions
the OFE shall update the ESS, adding a new review date and retain a
copy until the next review date when 5.4 to 5.6 should be repeated.
If the action has been transferred to another individual then 5.3 to
5.6 should be repeated.

6 DEFINITIONS
OLDER - Oldbury Event Report database

7 REFERENCES
OLD/EODI/18/001 - Reporting and Recording of On-Site Incidents.

8 RECORDS
Minutes of the Safety Management Meeting (SMM).
Operational Feedback Event Status Sheet (form OLD/EO/F010).
All records shall be retained until the Engineering Manager gives
permission for their disposal.

OLD/EODI/18/002
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APPENDIX B OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK EVENT STATUS SHEET

OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK EVENT STATUS SHEET

OLDBORY POWER STATION

Number: CLASSIFICATION:
Description:

Reporta Written (with date):

Response Recommended to Static

Actions Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed, Review
Period and Responsible Person)

Date of Last Review/
Completion

OLD/EO/F010
ISSUE 1
MARCH 1989
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APPENDIX B (Cont'd)

Actions Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed, Review
Period and Responsible Person) Date of Last Review/

Completion

inal Completion Agreed at Safety Management Meeting of:
Signed:

ENGINEERING M A N A G E R

OLD/EODI718/002
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Annex 3

EXAMPLE OF IN-HOUSE EVENT INVESTIGATION GUIDANCE

The following pages present an example of in-house event investigation
guidance that is being used at Byron Station, Commonwealth Edison Co., USA.
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BAP 1250-A9
Revision 0

INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES/ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

There is almost always more than one reason that an event occurs. Seldom can
one single deficiency be pointed out as "the thing" that independently caused
an event to occur. Many times it is possible to single out a "primary" cause
or the one occurrence after which the mishap we« inevitable, hut these will
invariably be chosen from a collection of savaral causal factors. One
obviously cannot afford to investigate forever until every possible causal
factor is tracked down and the correction of every possible contribution to
the event is carried out. However, one also cannot afford to stop the
investigation after just the discovery of the "seemingly" primary cause.

PREPARATION

Adequate investigations require a good deal of time, and since only a given
period of time is available to perform the investigation it is important to
use the time most effectively. The planning process should occur as soon as
the investigation is assigned. The following points should be helpful to the
investigator to better plan his actions;

• Know at the beginning what the scope of the investigation is to be.
Many hours can be wasted looking into an area outside the intended
scope. The originator should discuss the investigation scope with
th« Lead Reviewer and other appropriate supervisor(s).

• Make an effort to plan out the investigation interview schedule.
During the course of the investigation, key interviewee's may not be
available due to other scheduled activities or backshift
assignments. Spend some time at the beginning to ensure that
important interview opportunities are not missed because of
scheduling oversights.

• Ensure that all affected Departments are informed that an
investigation is in progress and solicit their help in the
information gathering process. Plan for such time consuming
endeavors as MWR searches, DIR searches, reviews of operating logs,
etc. Such endeavors can require many hours of work and if another
Department is involved (e.g., PWRE or Central Files) give them early
notification.

• Give early consideration to th« need to correspond with outside
organizations such as vendors, EPRI, other utilities, etc., if needed
to support the investigation. Sometimes information requests and
inquiry responses can take several days or weeks. NCMIS and Nuclear
NETWORK ar* two industry information exchange m«dias for requesting
information from other utilities who may have experienced similar
events. NPRDS provides an industry-wide component failure history
data base which may b« of us* in the investigation.

DEC 2 3 1988
B. O. S. R.

(0427A/0024A/ 120688)
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FACT FINDING

The "fact finding" endeavor begins at the onset of the investigation and
continues up until the final report is approved. Information pertinent to the
event can sometimes come from surprising sources. Some typical sources of
information which may be of assistance:

• Personal interviews
• Written statements by operators, maintenance technicians, etc.

• Operating Logs.

• Plant Maintenance history records (NWR).

• Alarm and log typewriter printouts (w/sequence of events and post
trip reviews).

• Applicable procedures.

• System/equipment descriptions.

• Training and qualification records.

• Post trip/event critique.

• Industry History (NTS).
These sources can provide starting places for the investigation and many times
they will lead to other places to look for answers. Every event is caused by
one or more deficiencies in any of the general areas of; people, procedures
and/or hardware. The following are lists of potential causes in each of the
three area«. Consider each area as it applies to the event at hand. These
check lists are provided to help reduce oversight in event causal factors
determinations, and to assist with root cause analysis.

EBQELfi
Wrong person for the job/personnel selection
Did not meet the needed standards
Insufficient training
Ineffective training
Incorrect training
Boredom
Negligence
Carelessness
Horseplay
Smoking
Unfit for Duty
Sickness
Exhaustion
Disorientation
Stress/schedule pressure A P P R O V P O
Physical limitations Ar'J-KUVfc.LJ

DEC 23 1968
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(0427A/0024A/120688)
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Cultural background
Employa« motivation
Supervisor motivation
Insufficient supervision
Incorrect supervision
Group conflict
Conflict with supervisor/others
Deviant behavior/social maladjustment/emotional instability
Poor judgement
Overqualification
Failure to perform
Incorrect performance
Environmental stress (heat, noise/ light, ventilation, etc.)
Personal problems (family illness/death, marriage, etc.)
Academic background (literacy level, mathematical ability)
Baste
Communication misunderstanding
Insufficient communication
Improper communication
Ineffective communication
Efforts to avoid discomfort contributed to event
Perception of skill/knowledge inaccurate
Poor personnel management

PROCEDURES/WORK PRACTICES

No procedure
Wrong procedure
Insufficient/Incomplete
In error
Illegible
Hot used
Hot followed
Misleading
Poorly written/confusing/bad format
Wrong revision/Not up to date
Uncontrolled
Insufficient warnings and precautions
Untested
Unapproved by proper personnel
Hot in compliance with codes, regulations, etc.
Too much/Too little detail
Unidentified valves, switches, and other controls
Inadequately defined hard-to-locate components
Inadequate job safety requirements specified
Honspecifled methods of verifying adherence
Hot compatible with equipment vendor tech manual, etc.
Steps not in proper sequence
Inadequate steps to return equipment to safe operating condition
Does not provide for actions in case of emergency conditions
Requires preperformance briefing
Does not consider interfaces with other procedures/systems/component
Does not cover all involved systems
Has inadequate change mechanism APPROVED

DEC 2 3 1988
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It is important for the investigator to détermina, the what order each action
of an event occurred in» This can most easily be done by compiling all input
information (e.g., interviews, written statements, investigation results) and
placing them in chronological order. Hesolve conflicting information, if
possible. One technique is to take several small slips of paper (i.e./ index
cards, yellow stickers) and write down aach individual action and occurrence,
one per slip. Record a date and time on each slip which represents to the
best determination when the action occurred. Mow order each action
chronologically. Look at the order closely and ensure it makes sense.
Resolve conflicts in order and logic, establish secondary "time lines'1̂  if
needed, using more paper slips and running them parallel to the main "time
line". Include comments, as needed, to support understanding, and then the
time line is complete.

Personal Interview

One of the largest sources of information for most investigations is the
personal interview. Many books have been written on good and bad interviewing
techniques, and the subject cannot adequately be addressed hare. However, the
following points may assist with preparing for an investigative interview.

• Plan the interview by preparing and writing down, ahead of time, each
question to be asked during the interview. Leave space between the
questions to jot down responses and comments.

• Tailor the interview to the interviewee. Whether the interviewee is
hesitant, afraid, open or talkative, be sensitive to his reaction.

• As the Interviewer, always maintain control of the interview. Choose
the interview location carefully. Some people may be more at ease in
their familiar surroundings but also less willing to speak openly.

• Inform the interviewee about how long the interview will last and
what will be done with the information gathered during the
interview. Tor instance it may help put the interviewee at ease if
he knows that he will be finished in a half an hour and that his
answers can help improve the plant. Be honest!

• Avoid leading questions where possible!

• Don't ask multiple questions all at once!
• Word questions in simple, everyday terms understandable for anyone!

• Don't ask questions that you know the interviewee will not have
a clear answer for.

• Leave no question that the interview is complete, summarize if you
like, and be open and honest to the interviewee's questions.

APPROVED
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Has inadequate threshold for changes requiring review
Inadequately tested under range of conditions which may be encountered
Procedure not written for level o£ user
Improperly placed cautions and warnings
No considerations for unique operations
Inadequate QC/QA coverage
Required walk-throughs/talk-throughs not performed

HARDWARE

How does the system/component really work?
How is the system/component designed to work?
How was the system/component operated?
How is the system/component supposed to be operated?
What failed first?
Did anything else fail as a result of the first failure?
When did the failure(s) occur? How do you know for sure?
Could something have failed earlier than the tims of the event?
Was work pending on affected components?
Were any components Out of Service which could have mitigated the event?
Have similar failures occurred before at Byron or the industry?
How is the failed component maintained?
What is the operating history for the system/component?
Was this event foreseen by the designers, operators, maintaiaers, anyone?
Is it possible to have foreseen the event? Why?
Is it practical to have taken further steps to have reduced the risk of the

event occurring?
Can this reasoning be extended to other similar systems/components?
Were adequate human factors considered in the design of the equipment?
What additional human factors could be added? Should be added?
Is the system/component user friendly?
Is the system/component properly labeled for ease of operation?
Is the system/component adequately labeled for ease of operation?
Is there sufficient technical information for operating the component properly?

How do you know?
Is there sufficient technical information for maintaining th« component

properly? How do you know?
Did the environment mitigate or increase the severity of the event? Why?
What changes were made to the system/component immediately after the event?
What changes are planned to be made? What might be made?
Have these changes been properly, adequately analyzed for effect?
What ralated changes to operations and maintenance have to be made now?
Are expected changes cost effective? Why? How do you know?
What would you have done differently to have prevented the event, disregarding

all economic considerations? (as regard« operation, maintenance and
design)

What would you have done differently to have prevented the event, considering
all economic concerns? (as regards operation, maintenance and design)

Once again, use the topics/questions under each of the three categories to
stimulate the investigative process. More questions will surely result as
those mentioned are pursued.

APPROVED
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The interview should be a controlled, low-key dialogue of questions
and answers with the sole intent of gathering information pertinent
to the event under investigation. It is not a place for the
interviewer to expound on his own opinions, to pronounce blame or
intentionally be antagonistic. Remember, the interviewee is taking
time away from his regular duties to help you with the investigation.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

Root cause analysis for most events is simply an exercise in common sense and
logic. Formal training on analysis techniques is not a necessity. The
investigator should strive to identify all causes of an event such that when
they are corrected it will optimally minimize the probability of recurrence of
the event. The investigator should remember that an unwanted event usually
occurs as a result of multiple causes. The investigator should be careful not
identify "symptoms" as causes.

After the investigator is satisfied the root causes have been identified, then
in conjunction with the Lead Reviewer, they should decide on how corrective
actions should be affected.

Many techniques have been developed in recent years to more effectively
conduct event investigations. Sometimes these can be helpful in dealing with
more complicated events as well as even some seemingly straightforward event
investigations. Some of these techniques are: Change Analysis, Events and
Causal Factors Charting, Management Oversight and Risk Tree Analysis (MORT)
and Barrier Analysis.

Following are outlines on how to utilize the Change Analysis and Barrier
Analysis. The Event and Causal Factor Analysis and the MOST Analysis are
complex techniques that should only be used by those who have been formally
trained or have prior experience.

CHANGE ANALYSIS

The basis of the change analysis technique is the question:

What was different about this condition from all the other times the same
task or activity was carried out without undesired consequences?

The Change Analysis Process

1. Consider the condition containing the undesired consequences.

2. Consider a comparable situation that did not have the undesired
consequences.

3. Compare the condition containing the undesired consequences with the
reference situation.

4. Set down aJLl known differences whether they appear to be relevant or
not.

APPROVED
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5. Analyze the differences for their effects in producing the undesired
consequences. This must b« done with careful attention to obscure
and indirect relationships (e.g., a change in color or finish may
change tha heat transfer parameters and consequently effect system
temperature).

6. Integrate information into the investigative process relevant to the
causes of, or the contributors to, the undesired consequences.

Change analysis is a good technique to use whenever the causes of the
condition are obscure, whenever you don't know where to start, or whenever you
suspect a change may have contributed to the condition.

Hot recognizing the compounding of change (e.g., a change made five years
previously combined with a change made recently) is a potential shortcoming of
change analysis. Also not recognizing the introduction of gradual change as
compared with immediate change is possible.
Entirely not recognizing a change is the worst pitfall that can be committed
with change analysis.

BARRISB ANALYSIS
Discussion

Barriers ar« devices to protect people, and enhance the safety and performance
of the man-machine system. They can be physical or administrative in form.
Some examples of barriers highlight the importance of these devices as follows:

Physical Barriers

o Engineered safety features

o Safety and relief devices

o Conservative design allowances

o Redundant equipment

o Locked doors and valves

o Ground fault protection devices

o Radiation shielding

o Alarms and annunciators
o Fire barriers and seals

and others
APPROVED
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Administrativ« Barriers

o Plant operating and maintenance procedures

o Policies and practices
o Training and education
o Nuclear work requests
o Radiation work permits

o Licensing of operators
o Qualification or welders
o Methods of communication
o Certification of health physics technicians

o Technical, specifications

o Regulations

o Supervisory practices

and others

Analysis of barriers can be a key part of a root cause determination. When
control barriers are missing or defective, undesirable events can actually
occur or come close to occurring.

When a root cause determination is initiated, the Investigator should think in
terms of barriers. The barriers established differ and the evaluation of them
is dependent on the knowledge of the investigator. Corrective actions form
the root cause control barriers.

Performing a barrier analysis can be done in two ways as follows:

1. Stand-Alone M«tho<l

The stand-alone mathod involves identification of all applicable physical
and administrativ« controls for the condition and assessing each for
effectiveness. It is common to find that many barriers are either weak or
ineffective.

APPROVED
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2. Integrated Method

The integrated method for using barrier analysis involves superimposing
barriers into the events and causal factor charting method.

While barrier analysis identifies missing or defective barriers, it has one
weakness. If the evaluation, does not recognize all as failed barriers, the
evaluation may be incomplete. For this reason, it is recommended that barrier
analysis be used in conjunction with other techniques.

(Final) APPROVED

DEC 2 31988
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Annex 4

EXAMPLE OF HUMAN PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SYSTEM (HPES)

This example provides the information on an HPES developed by the
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), USA. More information may be
found in other INPO documents about related items such as:

- fundamentals of human performance evaluation;
evaluation techniques;
application of the human performance evaluation system.
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FOREWORD

The Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), Tnis document describes Human Performance
working with several member and participant utilities Evaluation System goals, scope, and methodology and
in an extended pilot program, has developed a non- highlights benefits of effective use of the system,
punitive program designed to identify, evaluate, and
correct situations that involve human performance
errors.

The program is called the Human Performance
Evaluation System (HPES). Its primary goal is to
improve human reliability in overall plant operations
by reducing human error through correction of the
conditions that cause the errors.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The success of human activities depends on numer-

ous factors. Some of the factors can be controlled by
the individuals performing the tasks. However, in
today's complex technology and organizational struc-
tures, some factors can not be controlled directly by
the individual. Accordingly, human error can be due
to many factors external to the individual. In this con-
text, human error often is not an event cause, but is
more often a symptom of underlying causes.

After the accident at Three Miie Island Unit 2,
industrywide screening and analysis of plant events
intensified. These analyses revealed the frequent pres-
ence of human error, and indicated a need for an ap-
proach for finding and correcting the underlying
causes of human error.

The aviation industry's widely used and respected
Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) was selected
as a model approach for nuclear industry use. This sys-
tem, endorsed by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and administered by the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), works to prevent
recurrence of human error events by encouraging their
identification, investigation, dissemination of "lessons
learned", and correction of causes.

In 1981, INPO worked with a few volunteer nuclear
utilities to tailorthe aviation industry's system to the
nuclear power industry. The result was the initial ver-
sion of the Human Performance Evaluation System.

In 1982 and 1983, the initial program version was
tested by three utilities. Based on the test Implementa-
tion results, the program underwent a major restructur-
ing. {In essence, the approach used in the first pilot did
not work as desi red.)

In 1984 and 1985, seven utilities (five domestic and
two international) participated in the restructured pro-
gram (the second pilot).

In 1986 and 1987, several additional INPO mem-
bers volunteered to participate in the program, as the
second pilot effort proved successful.

1.2 Program Objective, Foundation, and Framework
The objective of the Human Performance Evalua-

tion System is to improve overall plant operations by
reducing human error through correcting the condi-
tions that cause the errors.

The program is founded on the following premises:

• Human error can be reduced and minimized.

• The causes of minor events are often the same as
those of major events.

• The management environment is of key impor-
tance:
— People want to perform well.
— Punitive action often does not correct underly-

ing event causes and can discourage reporting
of mistakes.

• Accurate identification and correction of causes
can preclude repeat events and reduce opportuni-
ties for similar events.

• Utility sharing of lessons learned from human
error events promotes better plant and indus-
trywide understanding and correction of human
error causes.
Adherence to these premises fosters an objective

climate that advocates non-punitive reporting of hu-
man error events. This includes near-miss events that
are too minor to meet regulatory or other reporting
requirements.

The following program framework supports adher-
ence to these premises:

• 3 method for utility identification of minoras well
as major human error situations

• plant coordinators trained in the program's root
cause analysis methodology

• a feedback system for sharing actual human perfor-
mance experience and solutions with others
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The root cause analysis methodology does not ask
who did it; but asks what, where, when, how, and why
it happened. These aspects make the methodology
effective in identifying subtle, underlying causes of
human error and determining viable corrective
actions.

Section 2 describes this framework in more detail.

13 Program Participation and Benefits
All INPO members are eligible to participate in this

voluntary program. Employees at participating plants
are encouraged to report human performance situa-
tions they experience or become aware of.

This program augments and supports line manage-
ment's function of managing human performance and
carries the bonus of strengthening the plant team rela-
tionship. The nonpunitive reporting climate leads to
more error reporting and frequently to the correction
of underlying causes prior to an actual event.

The utility also benefits through greater employee
job satisfaction, resulting from fewer task errors and
from employee participation in solving identified prob-
lems. Corrections based on causes rather than symp-
toms are effective and lasting. This reduces the number
of errors, resulting in fewer events that degrade plant
safety and reliability.
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SECTION 2

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Implementation Overview
The program's primary Implementation elements

are as follows: reporting, analysis, corrective action,
and feedback. These elements are functionally illus-
trated in Figure 1.

The following plant personnel are involved in im-
plementing the program:

• line management—uses program results to resolve
the underlying causes of human performance
problems

• reporters—all workers and managers who report
human error events to the program coordinator

• program coordinator—a specially trained worker
who analyzes reported events, determines their
causes, recommends corrective actions to tine
management, and provides feedback to reporters

• evaluators—individuals specially trained to assist
the program coordinator, normally on a part-time
basis, in the evaluation of reported human perfor-
mance problems

INPO provides training to plant coordinators and
evaluators who then conduct objective evaluations of
human error events. Their plant specific knowledge
and use of program techniques help identify viable
solutions that complement the ongoing line manage-
ment function of minimizing problems that cause
errors in the workplace. Appendix A summarizes the
program training.

2.2 Utility Implementation of the Program
Effective plant implementation of the program re-

quires the following:

• The plant determines how to coordinate the pro-
gram with other plant activities.

• The plant manager designates a program coordi-
nator and additional part-time evaluators. These
carefully selected individuals should possess the
following attributes:
— direct access to the plant manager or his assis^

tant on human performance issues
— known and respected by plant personnel

— knowledge of plant design, operation, and
organization, as well as policies, practices,
procedures, and personnel

— at least five years experience in key job classifi-
cations related tooperations and maintenance

— effective writing and verbal communication
skills

• Plant management introduces the program to em-
ployees and provides initial and ongoing support.

• Plant personnel voluntarily report to the coordina-
tor human error events. This does not interfere
with or supersede normal line management
reporting requirements.

• The coordinator or evaluator determines event
causes, using the program techniques, and de-
velops corrective action recommendations. Using
Human Performance Evaluation System forms, the
coordinator or evaluator summarizes the event, its
causes, and the recommended corrective actions
to line management.

• The plant manager or his designate selects, imple-
ments, and tracks the effectiveness of corrective
actions.

• A copy of each report is provided to INPO for
inclusion in the human performance data base.
These reports are maintained confidential, and
plant specific information is not released outside
the Human Performance Department.

The protected data base is used fordeveloping
generic cause and solution information for utility use.

2.3 Assistance in Program Implementation
The INPO staff provides the following program

support:

• training of program coordinators and evaluators

• utility-requested assistance in implementing the
program

• screening of reports and follow-up discussion with
the coordinator—The INPO reviewer provides
comments or experience-based information from
other participants.
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• entry of report data in the human performance
data base

• regular data base analyses and feedback to par-
ticipating utilities and the industry—Generic
human performance information is available
to participants for plant specific comparison
upon request.

• Lifted Leads, a quarterly newsletter focusing on
human performance events at member and par-
ticipant utilities, along with posters for illustrating
human performance issues to workers

• operation of the Human Performance Information
Exchange NUCLEAR NETWORK category, which
deals exclusively with human performance items

organization of meetings for the coordinators to
discuss lessons learned, new developments, and
advanced evaluation techniques

sponsorship or support of human performance
related workshops

materials for program operation and training

annual reviews of program methodology and effec-
tiveness to ensure improvements from coordinator
feedback and field experience
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Annex 5

EXAMPLE OF ADDRESSING RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION TRACKING

This example provides an overview of how the recommendations from
lessons learned are processed and how the subsequent actions are tracked
at Oldbury-on-Severn Power Station, Nuclear Electric pic/ UK.
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OLDBURY-ON-SEVERN POWER STATION

ADDRESSING RECOMMENDATIONS AND ACTION TRACKING

At Oldbury the process of addressing event reports and
placing/prioritising actions arising from recommendations
goes on at the station's Safety Management Meeting (SMM).
The SMM meets weekly and considers a range of safety
related issues - a typical agenda is attached. The 3
station Department Managers, directly responsible to the
Station Manager, attend the SMM and consequently sufficient
authority exists to place definitive actions against
appropriate timescales. In addition to the Department
Heads the SMM draws on specialist representation from all
three departments. A list of SMM delegates is also
attached as an annotated staff tree.
Each week, new on-site events and off-site events with
Oldbury significance are presented to the SMM who endorse
or reject associated recommendations. The meeting's
response is formally recorded in the minutes. Once per
month the SMM considers progress on all outstanding actions
due for review at that date.
In addition, Operational Feedback Section have developed an
Event Status Sheet (ESS) which documents actions placed and
their current status for all events, both on- and off-site,
for which actions exist. The ESSs are computerised (on an
IBM P.c.) to enable them to be efficiently updated after
each SMM. Responsible Engineers actioned through the SMM
receive a copy of the ESS as notification, coupled with
relevant reports/background information. An ESS provides a
formal record which, when all actions are complete, is
signed-off by the Engineering Manager. Examples of typical
Event Status Sheets are appended.
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SAFETY MANAGEMENT MEETING
AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence.
2. Accuracy of previous minutes.
3. Actions/Matters arising.
4. LTSR/Safety Case/NPSC

Report on any matters affecting Safety that have (M3) EM
arisen from the above sources

5. Operational Feedback
5.1 Events recorded on Oldbury Database and (W) OFE

safety issues arising
5.2 Events occurring elsewhere and safety issues (W) OFE

arising
5.3 Review of progress of actions arising from (M2) OFE

events
6. Radiological Review

6.1 Changes in area designation (W) HSBH
6.2 Personal Doses a) Review dose statistics (Ml) HSBH

b) Any matters of concern (W) HSBH
6.3 Liquid/Gaseous Discharges Review of Data (M3) HSBH

7. Conventional Safety
7.1 Presentation of Safety Codes of Practice PM

and Industrial Safety Notes
7.2 Conventional Safety Reports (W) SO
7.3 Accident Frequency Rate (M4) SO
7.4 Hazard Logs (W) SO
7.5 Injury Reports (W) SO
7.6 Near Misses (W) SO
7.7 Safety Initiatives (OJ SO
7.8 Matters relating to H & S Standing Committee (Q) SO
7.9 Review of Safety Defect Statistics (M4) PE
7.10 Review of recommendations and placement of (M2) SO

conventional safety actions (action tracking)
7.11 Monitoring of Safety Walks (W) SO

8. Emergency Preparedness
9. Any Other Urgent Business

(W) - Weekly since last Meeting
(M) - Monthly review

(Q) - Quarterly review
Circulation

Ml - First week of month
M2 - Second week of month
M3 - Third week of month
M4 - Fourth week of month
Q - Quarterly

All Safety Management Meeting Committee Members
station Manager
Document Centre

Issue 4
20.12.89
AG1089SS05.1
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POWER STATION

STATION STRUCTURE TO SECTION HEAD LEVEL

* SSM Members
Plus Duty Shift Charge Engineer

Staff Safety Rep
Safety Officer



OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK EVENT STATUS SHEET

OLDBTOY POWER STATION

Number: A 12 CLASSIFICATION:SITE INCIDENT REGISTER

Description; Date: 27-12-88
Reactor 1 trip as a result of IB Safety MG Set tripping onoverspeed protection. Site Incident Register No.267

Reports Written (with date):

1) Incident Report by Mike Jay. 2) NUPER Report OLD00316. 3]OLD/PEREP/001/P113 Trip of IB Safety MG Set on OverspeedProtection on 27/12/88"

Response Recommended to Station Management (with date):
Three recommendations from the Operations Dept. report werepresented to, and accepted by the Station Executive on 26/1/89.

Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,
Review Period and Responsible Person)

Date of Next
Review/Complete

1) The Safety M.G. Sets frequency meters aremarked with a recommended range of frequencyand also the frequency trip is marked. Note:Accepted by the Executive on 26/1/89. EMD nowimplementing this as part of the 3 monthlymaintenance of the MG Sets.

R Filby (E J Fairweather)

Completereported on
17-01-90

2) Tests are carried out during a shutdown tosee the effects of voltage changes on the 475Vsystem and its effects on Safety M.G. Setsspeed.

Note: Accepted by the Executive on 26/01/89.
S J Gilliard actioned2 month review

Completed

21-06-89

OLD/EO/F010
ISSUE 1
MARCH 1989
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Continuation
Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,

Review Period and Responsible Person)
Date of Next
Review/Complete

3) ORTP 242 should not be carried out when anytrip unit is in the tripped state on a Reactoron-load.

Note: A note to this effect has been placed inthe ORTP File.

Completed

28-12-88

Final Completion Agreed at Safety Management Meeting of: \~?/\
Signed:

ENGINEERING MANAGER
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OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK EVENT STATUS SHEET

OLDBURY POWER STATION

Number: B 10 CLASSIFICATION: OLDER DATABASE

Description: Date: 01-05-89
High ÇO2 leakage rate from Rl, following return to service afterits biennial outage. OLDER Event No.68

Reports Written (with date)

OLD/POREP/001 - June 1989.

Response Recommended to Station Management (with date):
The SMM considered and placed the actions at the meeting of
26/7/89.

Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,
Review Period and Responsible Person)

Date of Next
Review/Complete

1) To provide sample points at strategicpositions on the contaminated ventilationsystems to allow a manual survey of C02 levelsto be carried out. Note: Production Ops havepresented this to the EMM of 12/12/89. PMF80has now been raised.

D.Chalk actioned3 month review

Outstanding NextReview
14-03-90

2) Surveys of these points to be included inthe reactor start-up documentation.

Note: This action cannot be progressed untilcompletion of action 1.A.Mitchell actioned3 month review

Outstanding NextReview
14-03-90

OLD/EO/F010
ISSUE 1
MARCH 1989
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Continuation _B_1£L
Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,

Review Period and Responsible Person)
Date of Next
Review/Complete

3) Investigation to be carried out to establishthe reason for the discrepancy between directGMI CO2 readings from the vent duct and thosefrom the Hartman and Braun unit.

Complete,reported on
07-02-90

Note: Action 58/17 refers.
P.Hosegood actioned

Final Completion Agreed at Safety Management Meeting of:
Signed:

ENGINEERING MANAGER
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OPERATIONAL FEEDBACK EVENT STATUS SHEET

OLDBURY POWER STATION

Number: CLASSIFICATION: OFF-SITE EVENT
Description: Date: 01-08-88

Hunterston A inadvertant isolation of the fuel supply to thediesel generators.

Reports Written (with date):

Security of Gas Turbine Fuel Supplies. Production Dept. internalmemo R Beeby 9/1/89.

Response Recommended to Station Management (with date) :
Memo presented to WEM on 30/1/89. Recommendations from the reportendorsed at the SMM of 8/3/89.

Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,
Review Period and Responsible Person)

Date of Next
Review/Complete

1) The in-line valves will be secured in theopen position by locks controlled by theA.S.C.E. (Plant)

Note: Reported as complete in the originalmemo.

Complete

09-01-89

2) Consideration will be given to include thein- line valves and interconnection valveswithin the 'Essential Valve Control Scheme'(Green Label) such that overall control andmonitoring will be affected by the CCRSupervisor.
Note: Awaiting review of Green Label scheme &Plant Status Computer.R J Filby (R Beeby) actioned4 month review

Outstanding nextreview
09-05-90

OLD/EO/F010
ISSUE 1
MARCH 1989
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Continuation
Action Placed: (with Authority, Date Placed,
Review Period and Responsible Person)

Date of Next
Review/Complete

3) Consideration will be given to labelssituated local to the valves highlighting theirduty and effect of unauthorised closure.
Completereported on
21-06-89

R J Filby açtioned6 month review

Final Completion Agreed at Safety Management Meeting of:
Signed:

ENGINEERING MANAGER
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Annex 6

EXAMPLE OF AN INTERNAL EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW PROCEDURE
INCLUDING EFFECTIVENESS REVIEW DOCUMENTATION

The following pages convey a general impression of the effectiveness
review (internal or independent) of the OEF programme at NPPs of the
Commonwealth Edison Co.
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* EFFECTIVENESS REVIEWS AND OPEX PROGRAM REVIEWS

A. STATEMENT OF APPLICABILITY;

The purpose of this procedure is to provide a systematic approach
for determining whan an effectiveness review of corrective/preventative
actions will be done and how to perform it. Also this procedure provides
for an overall OPEX program review. An effectiveness review is defined
as a comprehensive and objective review, apart in time, of the
corrective/preventative actions taken to optimally minimize the
probability of a particular event from occurring or recurring.
The results of the review will be a determination of the effectiveness
of the actions taken and may include recommendations for remedial actions,
as necessary.

The OPEX program review consists of a periodic review of the effectiveness
review results to identify weaknesses in the OPEX program and to recommend
program improvements.
An effectiveness review should be scheduled and performed on
corrective/preventative actions in accordance with the following table:

1. Periodic with Max interval
between review of 18 months.

2. At least one time within 18 months
of date of document containing
corrective action.

3. Regulatory Assurance
Supervisor's Discretion

- SOER recommendation of Lasting
Importance.

- NRC Violation Level III, II or I

- SOER (Balance)
- NRC Bulletins
- LER
- PSE
- NRC Violation Level IV, V,.L.I.V.

- DIR
- NRC Information Notices
- SER, O&MR, OE, SO
- Miscellaneous OPEX
- Other

An OPEX program review should be conducted annually and results reported
to the Station Manager and the Corporate OPEX Group.

B. REFERENCES l

1. BAP 1260-1 Operating Experience Feedback.

2. BAP 1800-2 Byron Station Commitment Tracking.
3. BAP 1260-2T1 Effectiveness Review Documentation.
4. 1988 Reg Assurance Goal A.05.A.ATF.1.3.

(0045A/0004A/121988)
DEC : 9
B. O. S. R.
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C. HAJM BODY;

1. Scheduling an Effectiveness Review
a. The Regulatory Assurance Supervisor is responsible for

scheduling and tracking the effectiveness reviews.
b. Initially, each SOER recommendation of lasting importance will

be phased into this review process by a schedule determined by
the Regulatory Assurance Supervisor. At the completion of each
review the next effectiveness review on that particular
recommendation will be scheduled. The interval between reviews
should not exceed 18 months. Retrofit of other items will be at
the Regulatory Assurance Supervisor's discretion.

The interval between effectiveness reviews should be based on
the nature of the event trying to be prevented. For example, an
event that has the probability of occurring each day should have
a short review frequency, perhaps 2 to 3 months. An event that
can only occur in mode 6, should have a longer review frequency,
perhaps 12-18 months. Scheduled review dates should be beyond
corrective action implementation dates.

c. Regardless of the scheduled date, performance of an
effectiveness review should be considered if at any time an
in-house event occurs that should have been prevented by
previously taken corrective/preventative actions. This may be
determined by the Regulatory Assurance's Trending activities of
in-house events.

d. When two consecutive periodic effectiveness "reviews have
determined the the corrective/preventative actions to be
effective, then the review interval may be extended up to a
maximum of 18 months.

2. Conducting the Effectiveness Review

v^ Tha Regulatony A&surance Supervisor is responsible for
appointing a reviewer for each effectiveness review.
Whenever possible, the reviewer should not work in the
Department affected by corrective/preventative actions.

b. The reviewer is responsible for completing the review in
accordance with the following instructions within 30 days
of the initiation of the review.

APPROVED
GEC ' 9 -3S3

(0045A/0004A/121988) B.O.S- R«
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5). Ch«ck box A.5 of 1260-2T1 if for any other reason not
covered in A.I through A.4 you believe the
corrective/preventativ« action should be re-opened or
judged not effective. Document your rationale in section
B.5 of 1260-2T1.

Examples includes:

(a). No occurrence of the event, however the
corrective/preventive actions taken appear to be
insufficent or too narrow in scope.

(b). Corrective/preventive actions may be overly
restrictive.

(c). A better or more efficient means of preventive action
is apparent.

6). Complete sections C and D of 1260-2T1.

7). For any effectiveness review determined "Not Effective",
an évaluation is required to identify the appropriate
aspect of the OPEX program that failed or may be weak.
Document your results in section E, part 1.

1. _ Effectiveness Review Results Approval:

a. The OPEX Program Coordinator should enter any additional
comments or any aspect of the effectiveness review or the
OPEX program evaluation in Section E, part 1.

b. The Regulatory Assurance Supervisor or désignée is
responsible for:

1). Reviewing and approving the results and recommendations of
the effectiveness review and signing 1260-2T1 Section £.2.

2). Scheduling the next effectiveness review, if applicable.

3). Forwarding the completed 1260-2T1 to the Effectiveness
Review Coordinator for disposition.

4. Dissemination of results:

a. The Regulatory Assurance Supervisor in conjunction with the OPEX
Program Coordinator should specifically, décida on who the
results of the effectivness review should be dissemenated to:
Guidance

1). Dept. Heads affected by the corrective/preventive actions.

2). Executive summary to upper management.
3). System Engineer. A P P R O V E D

pro •• c 'rPP
(0045A/0004A/121988) U-° ; " °CO

B. O. S, B.
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c. The reviewer shall perform the following and complete
BAP 1260-2T1 as instructed.

1). Become cognizant of the source document, any additional
or supplemental information, the station's evaluation
response, and previous effectiveness reviews. Determine
if identical or similar events have occurred in the
industry. Include those documents and the station's
response to them in the scope of this review. Document
in section B.I of 1260-2T1 all documents reviewed.
Include title and revision/supplement numbers. Verify that
the bases for the responses/evaluations are still valid.
If the answer to Question A.I of 1260-2T1 is "yes" then
check the box.

2). Determine if the proper conditions existed, subsequent to
the corrective/preventative actions implementation, for the
particular event to occur. For example, if corrective
actions involved fuel handling and neither unit has been in
refueling outage since corrective action implementation,
then the true effectiveness of the actions cannot be
determined. For low probability events the reviewer should
also consider exercise of corrective actions in simulator
training, GSEP Exercise, or any other simulated
environment. Document your determination in section B.2 of
1260-2T1. If the answer to Question A. 2 of 1260-2T1 is
"no", then check the box.

3). Verify that corrective/preventive actions are still
properly implemented and/or still serve their intended
purpose. Also—verify intact any actions that the Station
took credit for already being in place. Actions taken that
require "awareness" by a group of people, such as Licensed
Operators, Rad Chem Technicians, or Mechanics should be
verified by informal testing of a representative sample
from the group. Document the results of this verification
in section B.3 of 1260-2T1. Also include documentation of
any awareness testing performed. Based on this
verification, check box A. 3 of 1260-2T1 if the answer to
question A. 3 is "yes".

4). Determine if the particular or a similar event occurred or
recurred since implementation of corrective/preventative
actions. This should be accomplished by researching the
DVR data base, PCR/ROR logs or any other historical
documentation as appropriate that may document the event.
Each «vent identified should be reviewed to determine if
its causes should have been reasonably prevented by
applying the lesson learned of th« event being
effectiveness reviewed. Document results of this
determination in section B.4 of 1260-271. Check box A. 4
of 1260-2T1 if the answer to question A. 4 is "no".

APPROVED
•! c "G'""-?(0045A/0004A/121988)

B. ©-. S-. P.
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EFFECTIVENESS RKVIEW DOCUMENTATION FOR

SCH DATE ______________ DUE DATE

SECTION A
Reviav Questions

(Provide Documentation/Justification in Section B)

REVIEWER
Department Name

I_| 1. Has tha basis for the «valuation/responses changed such
that the corrective/preventative actions are no longer
valid or has additional information come out subsequent
to previous responses that may impact the validity or
scope of previous corrective actions? (check if "yes")

I_I 2. Have the plant conditions, physical parameters or
programmatic time frame either real or simulated, existed
subsequent to corrective/preventative implementation that
the event could have occurred? (check if "no")

I_I 3. Have corrective/preventative actions not been properly
implemented or, maintained altered, or deleted in such a
manner that they no longer serve their original intent?
(check if "yes")

4. Has occurrence of the event been effectively minimized?
(check if "no")

____/___

I — I 5. Is there any other reason that corrective/preventative
actions should be re-opened or judged ineffective?
(check if "yes-, ___^___ APH^OVED

DEC ' 9 388
(0046A/0004A/120288)
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4). Corporate Groups.

5). Applicable task force or committees.

6). Specific file locations.

7). Other CECo. Stations.

8). Nuclear Network.

b. The OPEX Program Coordinator is responsible for implementing the
decided upon dissemination.

OPEX Program Review
a. On an annual basis the OPEX program coordinator should review

all effectiveness reviews performed in the past reporting period.

b. Provide a report to the Station Manager and copy to Corporate
OPEX Group with the following review results:

1). Breakdown of all items receiving an effectivness review and
whether they were determined to be effective or not.

2). Any emerging OPEX program weaknesses and an action plan for
improving the weakness. An evaluation of the following
specific aspects of the program should be addressed.

a). The dissemination of operating experience information
to the appropriate level of worker.

b). Appropriate technical reviews are being performed
when warranted.

c). Action Items resulting from operating experience
review both ia-house and external are being closed in
a timely manner.

d). The effectiveness of the Trending Program in
eliminating adverse trends.

3). All overall assessment of the effectiveness of the
OPEX Program.

APPROVED
(Final) CcC ' £ '383

(0045A/0004A/121988) B. O-S. P.
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SECTION B
Review Questions Documentation/Justification

(use blank paper for continuation, if necessary)

Question
1. ___

2.

3.

4.

5.
Û
U! & K
> * ttO » -Ûî *- 0n O -

(0046A/0004A/1202S8)
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SECTION C
Result Summary and Recommendations

1. Results Summary (check a box)

|_J Not Effective/Indeterminate
If any box is checked in Section A, check this box. The
corrective/preventative actions are ineffective or the
effectiveness cannot be determined at this time. See Section B
for justification.

I_I Effective
If no boxes are checked in Section A, check this box. The
corrective/preventative actions appear to effectively prevent
or minimize the probability of the event from occurring.

2. Recommendations

j_| Notify appropriate Coordinator to re-open the issue and track
via the appropriate program

|_| Other _____________________________________________

Mon«

SECTION D
Follow-up

Initial and date when performed (place "N/A" if not applicable)

1. Commitments verified to be in commitment program __

2. Commitment Coordinator notified of any changes to
to commitments

3. Next Effectiveness Review Scheduled and
tracked Date ____________

4. Stations response modified/ if required
APPROVED
DEC 1 9 1988 REVIEWER DATE

B.O.S. R.
(0046A/0004A/120288)
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SECTION E

E.I OPEX Program review results:

Evaluater

OPEX Program Coordinator

E.2 I have reviewed and concur with the results, recommendations, and followup
of'this effectiveness review.

Regulatory Assurance Supervisor DATE
Forward package to Effectiveness Review Coordinator

(0046A/0004A/120288)

APPROVED

DEC 1 9 ',983
B. CX S. »-,

1 79Next page(s) left blank l ^y



Annex 7

EXAMPLES OF ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS METHODS

The following pages present examples of root cause analysis methods used
in the nuclear industry and excerpted from INPO Good Practice 90-004
(OE-907). Each method presented has its advantages and disadvantages. The
selection of a specific method will be determined by the event, the initial
information and the resources available.
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Event and Causal Factor Charting(Cause-and-Effect [Walk-through] Task Analysis)
Cause-and-Effect (Walk-through) Task Analysis 1s a method In which personnelconduct a step-by-step reenactment of their actions for the observer withoutcarrying out the actual function. If appropriate, it may be possible to usethe simulator for performing the walk-through rather than the control room.
Objectiveso Determine how a task was really performed.
o Identify problems in human factors design, discrepancies in proceduralsteps, training, etc.

Preconditionso Participants must be the people who actually, do the task.
Steps in Cause-and-Effect Task Analysis
1. Obtain preliminary information so you know what the person was doing whenthe problem or inappropriate action occurred.
2. Decide on task of interest.
3. Obtain necessary background information.

-- Relevant procedure(s).
- System drawings, block diagram, P&IDs, etc.
-- Interview personnel who have performed the task (but not those whowm be observed) to obtain understanding of how the task should be

performed.
4. Produce a guide outlining how the task will be carried out. The guideshould indicate steps in performing task and key controls and displays so

that:
(A) You will know what to look for.
(B) You will be able to record actions more easily.

— A procedure with key items underlined is the easiest way of
doing this.

5. Thoroughly familiarize yourself with the guide and decide exactly whatInformation you are going to record and how you will record it.
-- You simply may want to check off each step and controls or displaysused as they occur. Discrepancies and problems may be noted in themargin or in a space provided for comments, adjacent to the step.

Attachment 8
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6. Select personnel who normally perform the task. If task is performed by acrew, crew members should play the same role they fulfill when carrying
out the task.

7. Observe personnel walking through task and record their actions and use of
displays and controls. Note discrepancies and problem areas.
— You should observe the task as 1t 1s normally being carried out;however, if necessary, you may stop the task to gain full

understanding of all steps. Conducting the task under the conditions,
as near as possible, that existed when the event occurred will provide
the best understanding of the event causal factors.

8. Summarize and consolidate any problem areas noted. Identify probablecontributors to the event.

Attachment B
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EVENT AND CAUSAL FACTOR CHARTING
CAUSE-ANO-EFFECT CHART

Conceptual Process of Cause-and-Effect Charting

Primary *
Effect

caused

How do you knowthis? e.g.,Alarm typer,
Transient Data
Acquisition Sys-
tem, Personnelstatement, etc.

Effect
caused

Effect, etc.

List two or
more ways thatexplain howyou know each
cause.

How do you
know this,
etc.?

1. Identify the cause and effect starting with the primary effect. For eacheffect there is a cause that then becomes the next effect for which youneed to identify the cause. Each block 1s an effect and a cause, exceptfor the first block, which is the primary effect, and the last block(s) inthe series, which is the root cause(s).
2. For each cause, list in a block Just below the cause two ways you know it

to be true. If only one way is known, or not firm, then all possible
causes should be evaluated as potential causes, and the bases for rejectedand accepted causes stated.

3. When this process gets to the point where a cause(s) can be corrected toprevent recurrence in a way that allows us to meet our objectives, and is
within our control, then we have found the root cause or causes.

Primary effect is the effect or problem you are trying to prevent fromrecurring.
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EVENT AND CAUSAL FACTOR CHARTING
CAUSE-AND-EFFECT CHART

Example of Cause-and-Effect Charting

Reactor SCRAM Turbine ControlValve FastClosure RPS Logic

o Alarm Typer
o Personnel Observations
o Transient Data Acquisi-tion System

86 LockoutRelay Tripped HA)

Alarm Typer
TOAS

o F l a g Seto Handle Cocked
o Indicator Light

(A) -Sudden Pressure
Relay (SPR)Actuation on
TR-N1

TwoPossibilities

Verification byelectricians that
logic train 1s
functionalLocal panel flagIndication attransformer

Transformer
Pressure
Increased

•(B)

Inadvertent
SPR Operation

—— (D)
Go to Page 5
—— (E)

Figure 1
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EVENT AND CAUSAL FACTOR CHARTING
CAUSE-AND-EFFECT CHART
Example (Continued)

INPO 90-004
(OE-907)

(B)

(0)

Internal Xformer
Faults

(C)

Performed gas &
oil analysis &
evaluation showedno sign of problems

o Independent Analy-
sis & evaluation

o SS evaluation also

Short Circuit in
(SPR) (E)

SPR disassembled and
found in perfectworking order

o Bench testing
per procedure

0 Visual inspection

Cover Gas Pressure
too high

Found cover gas at
higher than normal
pressure but below
setpoint

o Post-trip inspec-
tion of gauges

o Operators log

Pressure Integrity
Failure

Found a test relief-
type valve on SPR
with a design set-
point of 10 psig and
an actual setpoint of
4.5 psig_________From (C) above we
know Xformer pres-sure was approx. 5
psig - cause of trip

Bench testing of
relief type test
valves

Figure 1

Operation set press
higher to prevent
negative pressuresin the winter &
this was a hot
summer day. Press,
within limits.

Verbal dis-cussion with
Operations
Dept. personnel

SOLUTION:
Replace test valve
pipe plug per BPA
standard practice
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Fault Tree Analysis
Since the problem(s) associated with the event are known, the fault tree
analysis flow chart (page 2 of this attachment) should be used to identify the
programmatic elements that failed during the event.
Starting with event Identification, follow the flow chart to the point at
which the problem is known. Based on the various open gates identified using
the flow chart, develop a systematic list of questions that will determine why
the various gates remained open during the event. (A discussion of questionsthat may be asked 1s included on pages 3 and 4 of this attachment.)
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FAULT TREE ANALYSIS FLOW CHART

Eve«

OverHghti/ Assumed
omissions KfKi

What' Why?

Specifics LTA Mgrnl LTA

(O)

FAULT TREE KEY
LIA • L»»» than «toquât*
(O) • OR Gate any input results in

an output
(A) • AND Sata aft inputs mua« t»

preMnt to provide, an output
n - number o( inputs

Acctden«

( A 1 )

Hazard

Corr»cuve Acdon
LTA I

(O)

Pofcy LTA Implementation LTA Risk

3amer/ Target
control«

LTA
I

(O)

Assessment LTA

10)

Recovery D/N Emergency Relations Goals Tech Hazard Safety program
LTA Prevent actions LTA LTA Inlo analysis review

2nd LTA systems LTA LTA
accident LTA |

7
ComroliLTA

(O)

Barriers LTA Designs
development plan LTA

Concepts*
requirements

LTA

1
Mon»or

LTA

1
Tech
Inlo
L'

1C

•A

)

|
OperatxSty

LTA

1 1

1
M ant
LTA

Inspection
LTA

1

1st
Supv

I I I
High»» Design Human
supv bast« lacton

jn. LTA LTA LTA
LTA

(0)
Trending Analysis Corr action

(0)

LTA LTA Tngger LTA I

I
Mam Inspection
plan
LTA

i
Motivation Procedures

LTA LTA

plan

I
General
design

LTA _ . process
Cp̂ anonal LTA
»pec LTA

IP»

I I
Oualriv Supv Training
cation« LTA LTA

LTA

I
Other

support
systems

LTA

I
Monitoring

Points
LTA

Communication Knowledge/
I I

Supv Time
trantng LTA

LTA (0)

Performance e^or
LTA
I

(O)

0/N detect 0/N correct Task Non-task Emergency

(0)

Assignment LTA (O) Sneling LTA

None LTA
Safety Analyst*

0/NUae

Procedure
LTA

Worker
Problem*

Aberrant Setechon Tramog Motivation
Behavior LTA LTA LTA
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Questions to be asked while performing a "Fault Tree Analysis" should be
developed using the "Causal Factor Worksheets" 1n Appendix B as a guide.

For example, 1f "Verbal Communications," 1s identified as a contributing
factor to the event, use Causal Factor Worksheet A, "Verbal Communications,"
to develop a 11st of questions. Examples of questions to be asked Include the
following:

_ Verbal Communication Problems
Type of Verbal Communications
_ face-to-face
_ telephone
_ 1ntercom/p ag e
_ hand signal
_ radio/headset

_ Communications Contributed to Problem
_ because pre-job briefing was not performed/completed
_ because consequences of potential error were not

discussed before starting work
_§ because notification was not made/required when job

began, was interrupted, or was completed
_ because shift turnover was not performed/completed
_ because supervisor was not notified of suspected problem
_ because pertinent information was not transmitted
_ because inaccurate message was transmitted
_ because too much unfamiliar information was presented at

once
_ because information communicated was too late
_ because no means of communication was available
_ because of inadequate/malfunctioning communication

equipment
_ because of improper use of communication equipment
_ because change implementation was not properly

communicated
_ because interpretable/non-standard language was used
_ because receiver was not listening to sender
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_ because much of the information provided exceeded
receiver's needs

_ because priorities of assigned tasks not discussed

Verbal
__ Communications were misunderstood:

_ because standard terminology was not used
_ because repeat back was not performed
_ because message was too long
_ because of a noisy environment
_ because message was not complete

_ No Communication or not timely
_ because no means or method of communication was available
__ because events happened too fast
_ because of time constraints which inhibited taking time

to communicate
__ shift or job turnover was incomplete

Similar lists of questions can be developed using the other "causal factor
work sheets," provided in Appendix B.
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CHAHGE ANALYSIS

Change Analysis looks at a problem by analyzing the deviation between what isexpected and what actually happened. The evaluator essentially asks what
differences occurred to make the outcome of this task or activity differentfrom all the other times this task or activity was successfully completed.
This technique consists of asking the questions: What? When? Where? Who?How? Answering these questions should provide direction toward answering the
root cause determination question, Why?
Primary and secondary questions included within each category will provide the
prompting necessary to thoroughly answer the overall question. Some of the
questions will not be applicable to any given condition. Some amount of
redundancy exists in the questions to ensure that all items are addressed.
Several key elements include the following:
1. Consider the event containing the undesirable consequences.
2. Consider a comparable activity that did not have the undesirable

consequences.
3. Compare the condition containing the undesirable consequences with thereference activity.
4. Set down all known differences whether they appear to be relevant or not.
5. Analyze the differences for their effects in producing the undesirable

consequences. This must be done with careful attention to detail,ensuring that obscure and indirect relationships are identified (e.g., a
change in color or finish may change the heat transfer parameters andconsequently affect system temperature).

6. Integrate information into the investigative process relevant to thecauses of, or the contributors to, the undesirable consequences.
Change situation analysis is a good technique to use whenever the causes of
the condition are obscure, you don't know where to start, or you suspect achange may have contributed to the condition.
Not recognizing the compounding of change (e.g., a change made five years
previously, combined with a change made recently) is a potential shortcoming
of change and situation analysis. Not recognizing the introduction of gradualchange as compared with immediate change also is possible.
This technique may be adequate to determine the root causes of a relatively
simple condition. In general, though, it is not thorough enough to determineall the root causes of more complex conditions.
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SIX STEPS INVOLVED IN CHANGE ANALYSIS

EVENT

1. WITH UNDESIRABLE

CONSEQUENCE

3

2.

COMPARE

COMPARABLE

ACTIVITY

WITHOUT

UNDESIRABLE

CONSEQUENCE

4. SET DOWN

DIFFERENCES

ANALYZE

5. DIFFERENCES

FOR EFFECT ON

UNDESIRABLE

CONSEQUENCE

INTEGRATE

INFORMATION

6. RELEVANT TO

THE CAUSES OF THE

UNDESIRABLE

CONSEQUENCE
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CHANGE ANALYSIS WORK SHEET

CHANGE FACTOR DIFFERENCBCHANGE EFFECT QUESTIONS TO ANSWER

WHAT
(conditions, occurence,
activity, equipment)

WHEN
(occurred, identified, plant
status, schedule)

WHERE
(physical location,
environmental conditions)

HOW
(work practice, omission,
extraneous action, out of
sequence, procedure)

WHO
(personnel involved, training
qualification, supervision)

en

o

Cn
-J
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What?
o What is the condition?
o What occurred during the occurrence of the condition?
o What occurred prior to the condition?
o What occurred following the condition?
o What activity was in progress when the condition occurred?
o What activity was in progress when the condition was identified?

— Operational evolution in the control room?
a. Surveillance test?b. Power increase/decrease?c. Starting/stopping equipment?

— Operational evolution outside the control room?
a. Valve Une-up?
b. Fuel handling?
c. Removing equipment from service?
d. Returning equipment to service?

—- Maintenance activity?
a. Surveillance?
b. Corrective maintenance?c. Modification installation?
d. Troubleshooting?

— Training activity?
o What equipment was involved in the condition?

—- What equipment initiated the condition?
— What equipment was affected by the condition?— What equipment mitigated the condition?
— What is the equipment's function?
—- How does it work?
— How is it operated?
— What failed first?— Did anything else fail due to the first failure?
— What form of energy caused the equipment failure?
—- What are recurring activities associated with the equipment?
— What corrective maintenance has been performed on the equipment?
— What modifications have been made to the equipment?

o What system or controls (barriers) should have prevented the
condition?

o What barrier(s) mitigated the consequences of the condition?
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When?
o When did the condition occur?

— What was the plant's status at the time of occurrence?
o When was the condition Identified?

~ What was the plant's status at the time of Identification?
o What effects did the time of day have on the condition?

Did it:
— affect information availability?— affect personnel availability?
— affect ambient lighting?— affect ambient temperature?

o Did the condition involve shift-work personnel?
If so,
— What type of shift rotation was 1n use?— Where In the rotation were the personnel?

o For how many continuous hours had any personnel involved been
working?

Where?
o Where did the condition occur?
o What were the physical conditions in the area?
o Where was the condition identified?
o Was location a factor in causing the condition?

—- Human Factor?
a. lighting?
b. noise?
c. temperature?
d. equipment labeling?
e. radiation levels?
f. personal protective equipment required in the area?
g. radiological protective equipment required in the area?h. accessibility?
i. indication availability?
j. other activities in the area?
k. what position is required to perform tasks in the area?

— Equipment factor?
a. humidity?b. temperature?
c. cleanliness?
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Was the condition an inappropriate action or was it caused by an
inappropriate action?
— an omitted action?—- an extraneous action?—- an action performed out of sequence?— an action performed to too small of a degree?

a. to too large of a degree?
Was procedure use a factor in the condition?
—- was there an applicable procedure?— was the correct procedure used?
— was the procedure followed?

a. followed in sequence?b. followed "blindly"—without thought?
— was the procedure:

a. legible?b. misleading?
c. confusing?d. an approved, current revision?
e. adequate to do the task?
f. in compliance with other applicable codes and regulations?

—• did the procedure:
a. have sufficient detail?b. have sufficient warnings and precautions?
c. adequately identify techniques and components?d. have steps in the proper sequence?
e. cover all involved systems?
f. require adequate work review?

Who?
o Which personnel :

— were involved with the condition?
~ observed the condition?—- identified the condition?
— reported the condition?
— corrected the condition?— mitigated the condition?
— missed the condition?
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What were:
~ the qualifications of these personnel?~ the experience levels of these personnel?
— the work groups of these personnel?— the attitudes of these personnel?—- their activities at the time of Involvement with the condition?
Old the personnel Involved:
—- have adequate Instruction?— have adequate supervision?~ have adequate training?
— have adequate knowledge?
~ communicate effectively?— perform correct actions?
—- worsen the condition?
— mitigate the condition?
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BARRIER ANALYSIS
There are many things that should be addressed during the performance of a
Barrier Analysis. The questions listed below are designed to aid you in
determining what barrier failed resulting in the failure.

NOTE
(In this usage a barrier is from MORT terminology and is something that
separates an affected component from an undesirable condition/situation.)
What barriers existed between the second, third, etc., condition/situation and
the second, third, etc., failures?
If there were barriers, did they perform their functions? Why?
Did the presence of any barriers mitigate or increase the event severity?
Why?
Were any barriers not functioning as designed? Why?
Was the barrier design adequate? Why?
Were there any barriers on the condition/situation source(s)? Did they
fail? Why?
Were there any barriers on the affected component(s)? Did they fail? Why?
Were the barriers adequately maintained?
Were the barriers inspected prior to expected use?
Why were any unwanted energies present?
Is the affected system/component designed to withstand the condition/situation
without the barriers? Why?
What design changes could have prevented the unwanted flow of energy? Why?
What operating changes could have prevented the unwanted flow of energy? Why?
What maintenance changes could have prevented the unwanted flow of energy?Why?
Could the unwanted energy have been deflected or evaded? Why?
What other controls are the barriers subject to? Why?
Was this event foreseen by the designers, operators, maintainers, anyone?
Is it possible to have foreseen the event? Why?
Is it practical to have taken further steps to have reduced the risk of the
event occurring?
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Can this reasoning be extended to other similar systems/components?
Were adequate human factors considered in the design of the equipment?
What additional human factors could be added? Should be added?
Is the system/component user-friendly?
Is the system/component adequately labeled for ease of operation?
Is there sufficient technical information for operating the component
properly? How do you know?
Is there sufficient technical information for maintaining the component
properly? How do you know?
Did the environment mitigate or increase the severity of the event? Why?
What changes were made to the system/component immediately after the event?
What changes are planned to be made? What might be made?
Have these changes been properly, adequately analyzed for effect?
What related changes to operations and maintenance have to be made now?
Are expected changes cost-effective? Why? How do you know?
What would you have done differently to have prevented the event, disregarding
all economic considerations (as regards operation, maintenance, and design)?
What would you have done differently to have prevented the event, consideringall economic concerns (as regards operation, maintenance, and design)?
EXAMPLE
In this actual situation, the operating crew shift supervisor decides- to leave
a manual feedwater isolation valve closed because the main feedwaterregulating valve was leaking, making 1t difficult to control steam generatorwater level. Subsequently, as the relief shift crew ramped up power duringthe plant startup, a low-level scram occurred before the problem was diagnosed
and corrected. Prior to this, feedwater was being supplied through the
unisolated feedwater bypass line.
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